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Executive Summary
This report synthesizes the main findings and conclusions of the body of scientific literature on the
potential for tingle voltage (or stray voltage) or at power frequencies (50 to 60 Hz), to directly or
indirectly affect farm output or productivity. The report includes:
• A review of scientific literature,
• A description of the symptoms indicative of the presence of tingle/stray voltage,
• Descriptions of the pathways whereby tingle/stray voltage can have an impact on farms,
• An indication, by animal type, of the minimum voltage and current level at which impacts on
farm operations can be expected,
• A description of the on‐farm measures available for mitigating tingle/stray voltage, and
• The range of regulatory measures that have been adopted to achieve the objective of
ensuring that tingle/stray voltage does not unduly impact farm operations.
The direct effect of animal contact with electrical voltage can range from:
• Mild behavioral reactions indicative of sensation, to
• Involuntary muscle contraction – or twitching, to
• Intense behavioral responses indicative of pain,
The indirect effects of these behaviors can vary considerably depending on the specifics of the contact
location, level of current flow, body pathway, frequency of occurrence, and many other factors related
to the daily activities of animals. There are several common situations of concern in animal
environments:
• Animals avoiding certain exposure locations which may result in,
o Reduced water intake that may result if painful exposure is required for animals to
access watering devices,
o Reduced feed intake that may result if painful exposure is required for animals to
accesses feeding devices or locations,
• Difficulty of moving or handling animals in areas of annoying voltage/current exposure,
• The release of stress hormones produced by contact with painful stimuli.
The review of literature in this study used published studies that included data from controlled
experiments and field studies. This review synthesizes these studies and summarizes the conclusions of
hundreds of researchers to provide the basis for a consensus view of the scientific community.
The majority of tingle/stray voltage research has been done on dairy cows. The accepted practice by
researchers and regulators has been to assume worst‐case (lowest practical values) for cow contact
resistances. Studies done to measure more typical body + contact resistances that would occur on
farms have shown that 500 Ohms to 1000 Ohms is a reasonable range to use in a measurement circuit
to estimate the current that would flow through a cow’s body. The most sensitive dairy cows may
experience mild behavioral modifications at current exposures exceeding 2 milli‐Amps (60 Hz AC rms)
corresponding to 1 Volt to 2 Volts (60 Hz, AC rms) of cow contact exposure in farm exposure situations.
Aversion and metabolic changes have been documented to require substantially higher voltage and
current exposures. It has also been shown that the equivalent to 2 mA of 60 Hz AC current (2 Volts of 60
Hz AC rms voltage) is about 2.8 mA of DC current (2.8 Volts DC). In addition dairy cows are much less
sensitive to high frequency or short duration electrical exposures than for 60 Hz rms AC current (A much
iii

higher current is required to elicit the same response). Numerous studies have documented that cows
rapidly acclimate very quickly to even very high levels of voltage/current exposure and behavioral
modifications become less pronounced in a matter of several days.
Research suggests swine respond to voltage/current exposure in a similar way to cows. Behavioral
modification has been observed at about 5 Volts with avoidance behaviors at exposures of 8 V. The body
+ contact resistance for swine appears to be somewhat higher than for cows and 1000 Ohms appears to
be a conservative value for measurement purposes.
Neuro‐ electric principles suggest that the current sensitivity of sheep is lower than for cows, but that
their body resistance is higher than cows. Ewes have been shown to avoid electrified feed bowls when
exposure levels exceed 5.5 V while Lambs showed this same preferential behavior when exposure levels
exceeded 5 V.
Exposures to voltages as high as 18 V had no effect on the hens' production and behavior. This is likely
due to the very high electrical resistance of poultry which has been documented to be between 350,000
and 544,000 Ohms.
The source of stray voltage is a voltage that is developed on the grounded neutral wiring network of a
farm and/or the electric power delivery system. The magnitude of the voltage source is a product of the
current flowing on the neutral system and the resistance of that neutral system. Grounding is provided
to keep the voltage potential between the neutral system and the ground below levels that could be
harmful to people or animals. Neutral‐to‐earth, or stray voltage can be reduced in three fundamental
ways:
• reduce the current flow on the neutral system,
• reduce the resistance of the neutral system, or
• Improve the grounding of the neutral system
The first step in a competent stray voltage investigation is to determine the major sources of neutral‐
earth voltage. Any major faults or code violations in the wiring system that could pose an electrocution
hazard or are a major source of neutral to earth voltage should be corrected immediately. If the wiring
systems (farm and utility) are operating correctly then the above three actions can be assessed to
determine which is most practical, safe and efficient way to reduce neutral‐earth voltage. Equipotential
planes are effective in eliminating contact potentials even if substantial levels of neutral‐to‐earth
voltage are present.
Several jurisdictions have conducted scientific and technical reviews and held public hearings to address
concerns and inform public policy on stray voltage issues. Some States have adopted regulations
dealing with stray voltage while others have developed multi‐agency and stakeholder groups to develop
guidelines and standard practices. State regulations generally relate to the maximum utility contribution
to on‐farm voltage levels (since most only have regulatory authority over investor owned utilities) while
stressing the importance of reducing on‐farm sources of neutral voltage through compliance with wiring
codes and good management practice.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope of this Report
The general scope of this report is to synthesize the main findings and conclusions of the body of
literature on the potential for tingle voltage, or stray voltage to directly or indirectly affect farm output
or productivity. The specific elements of this report include:
• A literature review on the effects of stray voltage on farm animals Including;
o A review and synthesis of academic, industry, government agency and other sources
of information, with publications from 1990 onwards being the main focus. Earlier
publications have been included where important and appropriate.
o These publications form a comprehensive review of all studies in which farm
animals have been exposed to voltage or current sources and are divided into two
general categories; controlled studies in which exposure (or dose) levels and
responses have been documented and field studies in which exposures and
responses have not been recorded as accurately (or at all). A discussion of
conclusions that can be drawn from each type of study anda comparison of these
studies is included in this report
• A description of some common symptoms associated with the presence of stray voltage is
provided along with a discussion of other causes that can give rise to these same symptoms
is presented.
• A description of the exposure pathways whereby stray voltage can have an impact on farm
operations.
o Details are provided, where available, as to variations in the electrical components
of various contact pathways
o Differences in impacts associated with variations in exposure duration, exposure
level, contact pathway and animal type are discussed.
• An indication, by animal type, of the minimum voltage (or current) level at which impacts
on behavior, health, reproductive success and productivity and overall farm operations
would be expected.
• A description of the on‐farm measures available for mitigating stray voltage with their
respective level of effectiveness at reducing or eliminating impact of stray voltage from all
sources (on‐ and off‐farm) on farm operations.
• The range of regulatory measures that have been adopted to achieve the objective of
ensuring that stray voltage does not unduly impact farm operations.
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1.2. Ways That Stray, or Tingle, voltage Can Impact Farm Operations
The terms stray voltage and tingle have been used for about the past 40 years to describe a special case
of voltage developed on the grounded‐neutral system of a farm. The definition of stray (or tingle)
voltage accepted by the scientific community is that it is a low‐level electrical shock that can produce
sensation or annoyance in farm animals1.
1.2.1. Direct effects
The direct effect of animal contact with electrical voltage and the resulting current flowing through their
bodies can range from:
• Mild behavioral reactions indicative of sensation, to
• Involuntary muscle contraction – or twitching, to
• Intense behavioral responses indicative of pain,
The severity of response will depend upon the amount of electrical current (usually measured in
milliamps, mA) flowing through the animal’s body, the pathway it takes through the body and the
sensitivity of the individual animal.
1.2.2. Indirect effects
The indirect effects of these behaviors can vary considerably depending on the specifics of the contact
location, level of current flow, body pathway, frequency of occurrence, and many other factors related
to the daily activities of animals. There are several common situations of concern in animal
environments:
• Animals avoiding certain exposure locations which may result in;
o Reduced water intake that may result if painful exposure is required for animals to
access watering devices,
o Reduced feed intake that may result if painful exposure is required for animals to
accesses feeding devices or locations,
• Difficulty of moving or handling animals in areas of annoying voltage/current exposure,
• The release of stress hormones produced by contact with painful stimuli.
The levels of voltage exposure and current flow through animals required to produce these various
behaviorally mediated responses are identified in the summary of research studies in section 3.
A number of studies have been done to investigate direct physiological effects that may be produced at
levels above those that produce behavioral changes, as well as potential detrimental physiological
responses that may result from animals’ exposure to voltage/current below levels which may produce
1

Stray voltage is defined in a Handbook published by the United States Department of Agriculture as a
small voltage (less than 10 V) measured between two points that can be contacted simultaneously by an
animal. Because animals respond to the current produced by a voltage and not to that voltage directly,
the source of the voltage must be able to produce current flows greater than the threshold current
needed to elicit a response from an animal when an animal, or an equivalent electrical load, contacts
both points (Lefcourt, 1991).
2

sensation and behavioral response. These studies have shown that increased concentrations of the
stress hormone cortisol do not occur at levels below behavioral response levels and only become
apparent in some, but not all cows, at substantially higher voltage/current exposures than the threshold
required for behavioral modification, and typically at levels that produce severe behavioral changes and
probably at current levels that produce discomfort and/or pain. Furthermore, the failure of several
experimental and field studies to demonstrate detrimental effects of current exposure on the incidence
of mastitis (an infection of the mammary gland) and immune function response indicate that the levels
of voltage/current exposure that elicit behavioral changes do not compromise the immune function of
dairy cows.
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2. Overview of Electrical Exposure and the Physiology of Animal Contact
voltage and Current
2.1. Basic concepts of voltage, current, and resistance
The relationship between voltage exposure and current conducted through the animal is described by
Ohms Law2. This simple relationship has been a source of much confusion and resulting controversy in
the stray voltage debate. One way to think about electricity is that voltage is the driving force and
current is the resulting movement of electrons through the resistance of the wire (or animal). It is
possible to have a voltage source with no resulting current flow if the resistance value is infinite (as is
the case when a switch is turned off, or a valve is shut). It is not possible to produce current flow in the
absence of voltage, regardless of the resistance of the circuit.
While the contact voltage is often used to describe animal exposure conditions, it is the resulting current
flowing through animals’ bodies that determines the ‘dose’ and the resulting type and degree of nerve
stimulation. The exposure (voltage) and the dose (current) are related by the resistance (measured in
Ohms) of various parts of the electrical circuit.
It is critically important to use a realistic value of animal resistance (or impedance3) to relate voltage
exposures to the level of current conducted through an animal and the resulting effects on nerve
stimulation, sensation and behavioral reaction. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the elements of the electrical
circuit that occurs when an animal comes into contact with a voltage source.4

2

Ohm’s law expresses the relationship between voltage, Current and Resistance in an electrical circuit.

A common form of Ohm’s Law is:
Ohms law indicates that if the voltage (across animal contact points) is increased, the current flowing
through the animal will increase. Likewise, if the resistance (of contact points) is increased, the current
flowing through the animal will decrease. The current measure used in many stray voltage studies is
milli‐Amps or 1/1000th of an Amp. The measurement circuit used for field investigations uses a 500 Ohm
Resistor to simulate the combined resistance of a cow’s body + conservative estimates of the resistance
of the two contact points. Using these values a cow contact current of 2 mA would result from a cow
contact voltage of 1 V and a cow+contact resistance of 500 Ohms.

3

Resistance refers to the physical properties of materials while impedance incorporates capacitive and inductive
elements. Impedance is a more technically specific term for AC circuits but resistance will be used here for
simplicity. There are some special cases in which capacitive and inductive elements must be considered and these
will be noted.
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Figure 1. Cow drinking from a water bowl.

Figure 2. Elements of the electrical circuit.

The source circuit is represented by the left half of Figures 1 and 2.
•

Vsource = the source voltage, usually a voltage drop developed by current flowing through the
resistance of neutral wires. Vsource is also referred to as open circuit voltage and is the voltage
between two animal contact points/areas measured without a shunt resistor.

•

Rsource = the internal resistance of the source, in our example, the resistance of the neutral wire.
The three resistances in the source circuit are commonly grouped together into a single source
resistance (Rsource = Rpath1 + Rpath2 + Rsource).

•

Rpath1 = the resistance of the path from the voltage source (neutral wire) to the water bowl. If
the farms grounding system is well bonded (or electrically connected) this resistance will be very
low. If the farm is not well bonded this resistance can be very high.

•

Rpath2 = the resistance of the path from the floor back to the source, in this example the
resistance of the concrete floor, the earth itself, and the grounding connection back to the
neutral wire. If the farm has an equipotential plane that is bonded to the grounded neutral
system this value can be very low. If the farm does not have an equipotential plane this value
can be very high.

The animal circuit is represented by the right half of Figure 2 and the Cow and its muzzle and hoof
contact points in Figure 1. The three elements of the animal circuit are commonly grouped together to
form an equivalent animal+contact resistance (500 Ohms for cows) for measurement purposes. This is
the value of the shunt resistor used to estimate current flow though an animal.
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•

Rbody = the body resistance of the animal across the contact pathway, in our example muzzle to 4
hooves.

•

Rcontact1 = the resistance of contact point 1, usually the animals mouth/muzzle or front
hooves/feet. This resistance value can be quite low in the case of a wet muzzle in firm contact
with a wet metal plate. There are other situations in which this resistance value is quite high
such as muzzle contact through feed on a metal feed bowl or an animal’s muzzle in a water tank,
without making contact with the walls of the tank.

•

Rcontact2 = the resistance of contact point 2, usually the animals 4 hooves/feet or rear
hooves/feet. This resistance value is also quite variable from relatively low values for animals
standing on clean water pooled surfaces to very high values for animals standing on surfaces
covered with debris, manure, bedding, etc.

Correct measurement technique involves cleaning the contact surfaces and wetting them with a
conductive solution to eliminate the contact resistances. These contact resistances are then added back
into the animal body resistance to provide a realistic animal+contact resistance value that is used as the
‘shunt’ resistor in the measurement circuit. Scenarios illustrating the importance of understanding the
resistive components of the electrical circuit are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Examples of Cow Contact Circuit Resistance Values.
V(source)1
R(Source)2
R(cow + contact)3

V(cow contact)4

1V

100 Ohms6

500 Ohms7

0.8 V8

Current through
cow5
1.7 mA

1V

100 Ohms9

1,000 Ohms10

0.9 V8

0.9 mA

10

11

0.5 mA

1V

1,000 Ohms

12

1,000 Ohms

0.5 V

Notes:
1

Vs, Also referred to as open circuit voltage measured without a shunt resistor.
Rs, combining internal resistance of the source and path resistances to contact points
3
Rcc, combining animals body resistance and 2 contact resistances (muzzle to water bowl and hooves to floor, or
front hooves to floor and rear hooves to floor)
4
Vcc, Also referred to as the exposure level. Vcc = Rcc / (Rs + Rcc)
5
Ic, or the dose level which determines nerves stimulation. Ic = Vcc / Rcc
6
A farm on which conductive elements are well connected to the grounding system.
7
Rcc = 350 Ohms cow + 150 Ohms, or a cow standing on a clean wet concrete floor and drinking from a metallic
water bowl.
8
Cow contact voltage is somewhat less than the source or open circuit voltage.
9
A farm on which conductive elements are well connected to the grounding system.
10
Rcc = 350 Ohms cow + 650 Ohms Contacts, or a cow standing on dry concrete with minimal debris.
11
Cow contact voltage is considerable lower than the source or open circuit voltage.
12
A poorly bonded farm, metallic objects in animal areas not grounded.
2

The examples in Table 1 illustrate that for the same source voltage (measured ‘open circuit’ with no
shunt resistor) the resulting animal current (or dose) varies by a factor of 3. Changes in the contact
resistance, resulting from small differences in the animal environment, changed the current dose by a
6

factor of 2. While a poorly bonded farm, in which metallic objects in animal areas are not connected to
the farms grounded neutral system, produced less current through an animal, there is also a much
higher risk of electrocution because the lack of proper grounding can cause breakers to fail, and expose
people and animals to lethal voltage in the event of an electrical fault.
Source resistance values also show variability depending on the quality of bonding and local soil
conditions on each individual farm. Measurement of the source resistance is essential in assessing
voltage/current exposure risk and is an essential part of stray voltage measurement technique. Once
these source resistance values have been measured on an individual farm they show relatively little
variation, unless the farm wiring system is altered.
2.1.1. The Problem of Contact Resistance
The body resistance of several species of farm animals through various body pathways has been
measured in several studies. Measures of an animal’s body resistance depends on the pathway
between the contact points (e.g. muzzle‐hoof or hoof‐hoof) and the way in which the contact is made
including factors such as the area over which the contact is made, pressure applied to the contact, and
use of conductive liquids or gels on the measurement connection.
Some studies have tried to isolate the body resistance of animals using contact conditions not
encountered in normal farm operations such as:
• removing contact resistance by injecting voltage/current under the skin (Gorewit, 1985)
• Applying current through EKG patches applied to shaved skin (Lefcourt, 1985)
• Minimizing contact resistance by providing extremely low contact points at the hoof (such
as wetted expanded metal plates) and/or muzzle (bits or nose clips) (Norell, 1983; Currence,
1990; Reinemann, 1999; Aneshansley, 1999).
The lowest body resistance values have been reported when the skin of the animal was pierced using
needles. The next lowest category of body resistances include measurement electrodes affixed to
shaved patches of skin. The majority of body resistance measurements have been made with cows
coming into contact with a metallic device such as: standing on a metal plate, standing on a metallic
mesh, metallic bit in the animals’ mouth, metallic clip applied to the animals’ nose. Definition of the
body pathway and mode of contact will allow a reasonable estimate to be made of an animals’ body
resistance and reasonable population estimates are available for cows and swine for typical pathways
(mouth‐feet, foot‐foot).
Contact resistances are the most difficult value to predict in real‐world farm situations. Fewer studies
have been done to characterize real‐world contact resistances. It is clear from these studies as well as
physical principles that real‐world contact resistances have enormous variability. The lowest contact
resistances would be expected if a clean, wet body part (such as a cow’s muzzle) comes into contact
with a clean, wet, metallic object with a substantial mutual contact area and substantial contact
pressure. Contact resistances will increase with:
• smaller contact surface area (e.g. a point contact the size of a pencil eraser compared to a metal
plate applied over a surface the size of your hand)
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•
•
•
•

reduced contact surface pressure (e.g. a light touch versus a contact applied with the weight of
an animal)
drier contact surfaces
the amount of debris on either the animal contact point (e.g. bedding/manure impacted in
hooves or feed at the muzzle)
the resistance value of the debris at the contact margin (e.g. dry straw compared with wet
manure)

The accepted practice by researchers and regulators has been to assume worst‐case (lowest practical
values) for contact resistances. Studies done to measure more typical body+contact resistances that
would occur on farms (Lefcourt, 1991; Reinemann, 2005) have shown that 500 Ohms to 1000 Ohms is a
reasonable value to use in a measurement circuit to estimate the current that would flow through a
cow’s body. Although the resistance of the cows body is typically less than 500 Ohms for the muzzle to
hoof pathway (other pathways have a higher resistance), it has been shown to be a ‘worst case’ or
minimum resistance value for the combination of a dairy cows body + real‐world contact resistance in
the farm environment.
There have been fewer studies on other species, but the same principle will apply to any animal contact
situation. A review of each species and common contact points is included in section 4 of this report.

2.2 – Nerve Stimulation and Response
2.2.1 The Biomechanics of Nerve Stimulation
Behavioral responses are the result of nerve stimulation that elicits a sensation and/or muscle
contraction in an animal. The bio‐mechanics of nerve stimulation with electrical exposure has been
widely studied and is well understood5. Nerve stimulation is characterized by a current threshold.
Current applied below the threshold will not produce nerve excitation, and hence no sensation, motor
response or behavioral response can occur (Figure 3). At the current level just above the threshold of
nerve excitation sensation will result, which may be perceived but is not painful. As the current level is
increased above the threshold involuntary muscle contraction begins to occur. This lower margin of
muscle contraction is not painful. Pain can be experienced at as current exposures are increased further
due to both increased sensory stimulation and more intense muscle contraction.

5

The 1998 text Applied Bioelectricity: from Electrical Stimulation to Electropathology by J.P Reilly is a definitive
reference on the biomechanics of nerve stimulation and resulting pathologies. This text summarizes the vast body
of research on electrical stimulation over the past 100 years or more. Electrical properties animal tissues are
described. The use of electrical stimulation for beneficial medical purposes is covered as well as pathological
exposures that may result in injury, death or other undesirable conditions. It has been shown that the broad body
of research on nerve excitation in humans also applies to nerve excitation in animals. Both sensation and muscle
reactions can be elicited with electric currents conducted through the skin… These effects occur when nerves (or
neurons) are excited – sensory neurons in the case of sensation, or motor neurons in the case of muscle reactions.
Sensory effects are usually elicited with lower stimuli than are motor effects.
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2.2.2. Behavioral Responses to voltage exposure
Studies have shown that each animal will have a threshold
of current exposure for a particular contact pathway.
Levels of current exposure just above the threshold will
result in mild behavioral reactions, such as the blink of an
eye, which tend to become less pronounced over time as
animals become accustomed to the sensation. As current
exposure is increased above this threshold, behavioral
responses become more pronounced and more persistent,
indicative of annoyance, pain or involuntary muscle
contraction (twitches).
Stray voltage studies have used a variety of animal
responses to characterize these threshold phenomena.
Some studies have tried to use the most sensitive
behavioral indicators of perception as a threshold of
response (Norell, 1983; Reinemann, 1995, 1999; Rigalma,
2007). Researchers have noted that these very sensitive
thresholds show high variability because cows rapidly
acclimate to an unfamiliar sensation and cease to show
any behavioral response.

Figure 3. Example of threshold
response. Below the threshold there is
no nervous response. Response begins
at the threshold value (in this example,
one arbitrary ‘unit’ of current) and the
intensity of response increases as the
current level is increased further.

Other studies have attempted to develop a more repeatable response in order to more accurately
compare different types of stimuli (Aneshansley, 1997; Reinemann, 1999, 2003). These studies typically
rely on involuntary muscle contraction, or stimuli with goes beyond subtle sensation to moderate
annoyance as a threshold. Current applied in a periodic manner (e.g. a short burst of current repeated
every 3 seconds for 1 minute) appear to produce more repeatable behavioral response thresholds than
continuously applied stimuli (e.g. current applied continuously for 1 minute). This is probably because
repeated stimuli produce a repeated series of ‘startle’ behaviors when each stimulus is applied whereas
there may be only one such response at the start of continuous current exposure.
Further studies have used avoidance of water intake as a response threshold (Gorewit, 1989;
Reinemann, 2004). Because of an animal’s powerful drive to satisfy their water demand, this threshold
is logically a higher value than those designed to detect moderate or pronounced (repeatable)
behavioral changes. Studies have shown that animals are not deterred from drinking if only a mild
sensation results from contact with a drinking device, while they are only temporarily deterred from
drinking when a moderately annoying sensation results.
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3. History of Stray voltage Studies and Evolution of Experimental
Techniques
3.1. Methods Used In This Literature Review
This review of literature uses published studies that include data from controlled experiments and field
studies. Controlled studies are designed to establish cause and affect relationships by careful
administration of causal variables (voltage / current) and careful measurement of responses (behaviors,
aversion, water or feed intake) while minimizing or controlling for external sources of variability and
comparing responses to a control group. Field studies can be useful in establishing correlation but are
generally not useful in establishing cause and effect relationships. If a cause and effect relationship
exists they may be apparent in field studies if causal variables and responses are properly characterized
and sufficient sample size has been obtained to account for the normal farm to farm and seasonal
variation that occurs in the field.
Each study has been critically reviewed in regard to the number of subjects, experimental designs used,
appropriate verification of electrical exposures and animal responses, statistical analysis methods and
the degree of peer review. Studies of similar nature have been compared to assess repeatability of
results. There have been a number of different ways that researchers have used to quantify voltage and
current levels. The most common is to report the root‐mean‐square (rms) average of alternating
voltage or current and will be used in this report unless otherwise noted.6 Repeatability is a
fundamental criterion for judging the weight of scientific evidence. Both applied voltage and the
resulting current flowing through animals was reported where measured by and stated by the authors.
Some studies did not report both of these measures, however, and the authors reported values are
cited.

3.2. Early studies in New Zealand
The first reported studies of animal response to voltage exposure were published by researchers from
New Zealand (Phillips, 1962; Woolford, 1972; Whittlestone, 1975). These studies were initiated by
reports from dairy farms that people were experiencing mild shocks in milking parlors and speculation
6

Measurement Terminology: The most common way to refer to AC voltages and current is as a Root Mean Square
(rms) average. The default statement of voltage and current in the literature is as the rms average of 60 Hz current
(milli‐Amperes or mA) and the rms average of 60 Hz voltage (volts or V). This is the meaning implied in this report
unless otherwise noted. In some cases other measurements have been used, especially when dealing with transient
voltage and current, short duration voltage or current pulses, or when current of voltage waveforms are not
sinusoidal.
Some studies have used the zero‐to‐peak (or just peak) current or voltage has been used as the defining exposure or
dose level. The zero‐to‐peak voltage or current is the same as the rms average for square waveforms. The zero‐to‐
peak current or voltage is 1.4 times the rms average (the rms average is 0.7 time the peak value) for sinusoidal
waveforms. The peak voltage or current is 3 times the rms average for triangular waveforms.
In a few studies the peak‐to‐peak current or voltage has been used to describe the voltage exposure or current dose
level. The peak‐to‐peak voltage or current is 2 times the rms average for an alternating square wave. The peak‐
to‐peak current or voltage is 2.8 times the rms average for alternating sinusoidal waveforms. The peak voltage or
current is 6 times the rms average for an alternating triangular waveform.
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that cows might also be experiencing these same electrical shocks. An electrical survey of farms showed
that contact voltages ranged from zero to as much as 20 V with most between 3 V and 10 V. The most
important sources of voltage were: unbalanced loads (resulting in high neutral current) and the
resistance of the neutral between the shed and transformer (secondary neutral voltage drop). A series
of experiments were carried out to establish the lowest level of contact voltage, applied to the teat‐to‐
rear hooves pathway, at which there was a response (Phillips, 1962). While certain cows were more
susceptible than others it was concluded that 3 V would be a likely minimum level for response.
A subsequent study measured the current through animals (front to rear hooves and between a wetted
flank and 4‐hooves) in an attempt to reduce the variability of responses and found that changes in cow
behavior were observed when currents reached 3 to 8 mA and these behaviors were judged to be
uncomfortable for currents of 4.5 to 12 mA (Woolford, 1972).
A further study was done using a more objective method of measuring behavioral responses using an
operant conditioning system in which cows turned on an electric current applied to the teats, the rump
or the flank in order to receive crushed barley and turned off current by pressing a second manipulanda
(Whittlestone, 1975). A step‐wise increase in current in the range 0 to 10 mA showed that behaviors
changed with currents of approximately 7 mA for one teat, 6 mA for the rump, and 4 mA for the chest
area, and 6 mA for the udder.
This series of studies shows remarkable repeatability in the range of currents required to produce
behavioral changes and aversion. Furthermore the relationship between voltage and current exposure
indicate an effective animal + contact resistance in the range of 500 to 1000 Ohms. Similar experimental
technique has been repeated by several research groups around the world over the past 45 years.

3.3. Early North American Studies
The first on‐farm case studies in North America were reported in the early 1970’s (Craine, 1970 in
Washington State; Feistman, 1975 in Canada). These were assumed to be localized problems and did not
receive wide attention. The first study published in North America of controlled animal exposure to
voltage was by Craine (1975). Groups of 70 and 30 cows each were exposed to voltages ranging from 0
V (control treatment) to 8 V. Mild aversion was noted at 3 V while suppression of water intake was
noted above 4 V. The 8 V treatment was discontinued after 1 day because many cows refused to drink.
These response levels agree remarkably well with the New Zealand studies with corresponding real‐
world cow + contact resistances of about 1000 Ohms.
Field studies and observations began to appear with greater frequency in the US, Canadian and
European literature in the 1980’s (Gustafson, 1980; Sanders, 1981; Erikson, 1984; Kirk, 1984; Rodenburg,
1984; Thornton, 1884; Winter, 1984). This heightened awareness resulted in the initiation of research
programs by groups at the US Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Canada, the University of
Minnesota and Cornell University . These research programs were undertaken to better understand the
relationship between voltage exposures and current dose for a variety of exposure pathways, the variety
of behavioral responses, and physiological responses such as blood chemistry, stress hormones,
occurrence of mastitis, milk production and milk composition. These studies were primarily done using
steady 60 Hz AC voltages and currents.
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3.4. United States Department of Agriculture Research
Lefcourt (1982a) used EKG patches applied to shaved areas on the front and rear legs to eliminate the
problem of contact resistance on five cows exposed to an ascending current series of voltage from 0.25
V to 5 V. The cow body resistance varied from 250 to 405 Ohms using this pathway. Four cows showed
a mild response to a current of about 3 mA while one cow showed a mild responded to a current of 0.7
mA, although this may have been due to a cut in the skin during shaving. In a second study Lefcourt
(1982b) Subjected 6 cows to 5 mA of current for 20 minutes (continuous) and one for 5 of every 30
seconds (intermittent) both starting 10 minutes prior to milking and continuing through the milking
session. Milk yield and milking time decreased in cows subjected to stimulation by intermittent current.
Neither treatment appeared to have an effect on norepinephrine. The continuous 5 mA treatment had
a variable effect on milk yield, milking time and hormonal responses, some cows seemed to adapt and
some cows were reported to have enjoyed the stimulation.
Lefcourt (1985) later subjected seven cows to 3.6 mA and six cows to 6.0 mA intermittently at a.m. and
p.m. milkings for 7 days. One cow had to be removed from the 6.0 mA group because of severe
behavioral responses. In this study milk yield, milking time, and Wisconsin Mastitis Test scores were not
affected, the maximum rate of milk flow increased slightly and the number of behavioral events
increased with a greater increase in the 6.0 mA group. Heart rate was elevated (+3 beats/min) only in
response to shock during preparation (initial shock). Time to peak oxytocin response was delayed in the
3.6 mA group, and peak prolactin and area under prolactin response curves increased similarly for both
groups during shock. The author concluded that any negative effects of electrical shock on milk
production or mammary health most likely are not related directly to shock (physiological responses to
shock were minimal and milk yield was maintained). They noted, however, the severe behavioral
responses to this level of shock would almost assuredly result in management problems.
In a final experiment, Lefcourt (1986,) exposed seven lactating cows to 60 Hz currents of 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5,
10, then 12.5 mA, biweekly for 10 seconds. As the current dose increased, cows became more agitated
and two cows were not shocked at 12.5 mA due to severe behavioral responses. Heart rate immediately
after shock increased at 10 mA and 12.5 mA treatments while prolactin, norepinephrine and
glucocorticoids were unaffected. Epinephrine doubled in two exceptional cows at 10 mA. Dramatic
behavioral responses displayed by cows at the higher current exposures were not correlated with
significant or prolonged physiological responses and electrical exposure was not considered a reliable
way to induce ‘stress’ in cows.

3.5. The University of Minnesota
A team of researchers at the University of Minnesota (Gustafson, 1983) measured the electrical
resistance of milking machine components and found milk hose resistances ranging from about 30,000
Ohms to 80,000 Ohms depending on the milk flow rate. The minimum resistance from the claw through
the cow to the floor was 3,000 Ohms. It was estimated that 25 V to 50 V across the milking
machine/floor pathway would be required to obtain perception level currents through a cow.
Norell (1983) measured electrical resistance for eight pathways through dairy cows. Significant variation
in resistance was found for different pathways as well as for different cows. The mean path resistances
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ranged from 359 ohms for a mouth‐all hooves pathway to 738 ohms for a front‐rear hooves pathway.
Three experiments assessing animal sensitivity to current based on behavioral indicators were
performed. No suppression of a learned response to obtain food was found up to 6.0 mA front‐rear
hooves shock. However, muzzle‐all‐hooves shock as low as 1.0 mA suppressed plate pressing behavior. A
learned escape response to a front‐rear hooves shock above a normal activity level occurred between
2.0 and 3.0 mA. It should be noted that these exposure conditions were not typical of farm exposures.
Appleman and Gustafson published an article in 1985 in which they stated that, based on research done
to that point, less than 10% of cows are thought to perceive contact voltages below 0.35 V, behavioral
modification may occur above 0.7 V and endocrine response above 3 V or 8 mA (60 Hz rms). They
estimated the resistance of different cow body pathways to range from 350 to 1700 ohms. A
subsequent publication by these same authors (Cloud, 1987) contains revised recommendations based
on additional research. They note that the milking machine is not a likely pathway for electrical currents
to the cow because of its high resistance. The failure of controlled research to find a direct physiological
effect in animals subjected to stray voltages, and the absence of documented case studies
demonstrating a marked improvement in these traits upon correction of an existing problem lead them
to the conclusion that there was no direct and causal relationship between voltage exposures and
milking performance and animal health. They state that problems may occur when voltages accessing
dairy cows through the mouth‐all hooves pathway exceed 1 V and that below 0.7 V problems would be
minimal. On the issue of cow+contact resistance they state that because the resistance of the front‐rear
hooves pathway is approximately twice that of the mouth‐all hooves pathway, it requires a 2 V step
potential shock to produce the same response as a 1 V mouth‐all hooves shock and they recommend
continued monitoring when measured voltages reach the 0.5 V level. These authors were also part of
the consensus opinion later issued in the 1991 UDSA handbook recommending that voltage levels be
kept below 2 to 4 V to avoid problems on farms.

3.6. Cornell University
A group of researchers at Cornell University reported on their first study in which cows exhibit
behavioral response between 2 and 4 mA, while current applications up to 8 mA applied between the
udder and four hooves did not affect milk production or milk composition and hormone responses were
minimal (Gorewit, 1984).
In a 1985 study (Gorewit, 1985) eight pregnant Holstein‐Friesian cows in weeks 16‐20 of lactation were
exposed to a current dose of 4 mA in the following manner. A 96‐hour experimental period was divided
into 4 sub‐periods of 24 hours each during which cows on treatment were given shocks of 4 mA at 30
second intervals during 5 min in every 4 hours, via sub‐dermal electrodes on the spine. The treatment
and control cows were alternated in consecutive periods. Milk yield was slightly but not significantly
decreased by the shock treatment (down 0.16 kg/milking), but milk composition, and feed and water
intake were not affected. Milk somatic cell count (SCC) 7 tended to increase during treatment, but the

7

Somatic cell count (SCC) is one of indicators of the quality of milk. Somatic cells are leucocytes (white
blood cells). The number of somatic cells increases in response to pathogenic bacteria.
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increase was not significant. Behavioral responses were greatest on first exposure, but cows became
accustomed to shocks within 24 hours.
Three experiments were conducted using water bowl exposures. In one experiment a total of 30 cows
were divided into five treatment groups of six cows each. Treatments of 0 V, 0.5 V, 1.0 V, 2 V, and 4 V
were applied between metallic water bowls and a metal floor plate for a period of 21 days (Aneshansley
et al. 1987; Gorewit et al 1987; Gorewit et a1. 1988; Gorewit et al. 1989). Two of the six cows in the 4 V
treatment group did not drink for 36 hours and were removed from the experiment and replaced with
other cows. All other cows drank normal amounts of water within two days of the initiation of the 21‐
day exposure periods and there was no significant difference in water and feed intake, milk yield and
quality over the 21 days for any treatment group. Cows in the 1 V, 2 V and 4 V treatment group did
show an increasing delay from the time the voltage treatment was applied to the time that they drank
their first gallon of water. This delay was not observed at the 0.5 V treatment level. The delay increased
with increasing voltage for the 1 V, 2 V and 4 V treatment groups.
A second test involved 80 cows, 40 of which were first calf heifers (Gorewit, 1989). These cows were
divided into four groups of 20 cows each and exposed to 3 V, 4 V, 5 V and 6 V for 48 hours. Two heifers
in the 5 V treatment group and two heifers in the 6 V treatment group did not drink for 36 hours. They
were removed from the study and replaced with other heifers (bringing the total to 84 cows). There
was a similar dose response curve for voltage treatment level and the delay to drink the first gallon of
water as observed in the previous study, with no changes in the total daily water intake for any
treatment level.
Aneshansley (1988) applied the following five temporal patterns of voltages between water bowls and
rear hooves:
Exposure Level

Time Pattern

5V

6 hours on – 6 hours off

5V

4 hours on – 4 hour off

5V

2 hours on – 2 hours off

8V

one second every 20 seconds for 50% of the time;

8V

for one second randomly with a probability of occurring 1 time in 40
seconds or 2.5% of the time

Behavioral patterns showed no consistent pattern. There was no significant change in amount of water
consumed for any of the treatments.
Milking exposures were investigated by Aneshansley (1990; 1992) and showed that first calf heifers
kicked their milking machine at levels ranging from 5 mA to 12.5 mA, and second through fifth lactation
kicked their milking machine off at currents ranging from 8 mA to 18 mA.
Cornell University scientists conducted a full lactation study that examined the effects of voltage at
various levels over full lactations, approximately 12 months (Gorewit, 1992a, 1992b). Four groups of 10
Holstein cows each were exposed to 0 V, 1 V, 2 V, or 4 V between waterers and a metal grid throughout
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an entire lactation. Cows could not drink without placing their front hooves on the metal grid. Although
there were some behavioral changes on the first day of exposure, feed and water intakes were not
affected by and of the voltage treatments. Milk yield for the full 305 day lactation showed no significant
differences between groups exposed or unexposed to and of the voltage treatment levels. Somatic cell
counts, milk fat and protein and reproductive performance showed no significant differences between
groups exposed or unexposed to voltage. The Cornell group also examined the impedance of cows over
a wide range of frequencies and found a similar relationship to humans with decreasing impedance at
higher frequencies (Aneshansley, 1990).

3.7. University of Missouri
Currence (1990) examined response threshold of 24 cows and humans to 1, 10 and 100 cycles of 60 Hz
sinusoidal alternating current. Current was applied from one front to one rear hoof for cows and
through adjacent fingers immersed approximately 4 cm in two small beakers containing dilute salt water
for humans. Significantly higher currents were required for the 1 cycle current duration than for 10 and
100 cycle durations to elicit the same response in cows and humans. The average mild behavioral
response threshold for all cows was 3.6 mA rms for multiple cycle events and ranged from 2.2 mA for
the most sensitive cow to 5.4 mA for the least sensitive cow. The average response for all cows was 5.5
mA for the single cycle stimuli (or about 20% higher than the multiple cycle stimuli). The average
current levels for humans to first perceive the 100 cycle current was 0.37 mA with discomfort noted at
0.45 mA. Cows showed behavioral responses at 3.6 mA whereas humans noted perception at 0.37 mA
and discomfort at 0.45 mA for the same signal applied to adjacent fingers. It thus took about 10 times
more current to produce a similar response in cows than in people. This relationship is as would be
expected because of the larger body mass of cows (about 10 times humans) and correspondingly
reduced current density (the same total current is spread out over a larger amount of enervated tissue).

3.8. New Liskeard Study
A series of long‐term exposures studies was conducted at New Liskeard College of Agricultural
Technology from 1986 to 1990 (Gumprich 1992a and b). Cows were included in the study from 2 weeks
post partum for 112 days. A switch back experimental design was used to determine the effects of the
three different levels of voltage applied to the cows. The responses measured were: daily milk
production, milking time, milk composition, water consumption, feed consumption, breeding and
behavior.
The cows were exposed to a uniform voltage between the cow platform, water bowls, and all metal
stabling components. To simulate on‐farm conditions, a continuous low‐level voltage was interrupted by
two three‐hour periods of higher levels at 5 am and 5 pm, to simulate higher loads during milking that
occur on many dairy farms. The first treatment applied to 30 cows (level 1) was 1.0 V with a background
voltage of 0.3 V. The second treatment applied to 30 cows (level 2) was 2.5 V with a background level of
0.75 V. The third treatment applied to 30 cows (level 3) was 5.0 V with a background voltage of 0.75 V.
At treatment level 1 (0.3 V and 1 V), cows receiving the voltage treatment had significantly higher milk
fat percentage than cows in the control group (31.2 versus 30.6 kg/cow per day). No other response
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variables showed a significant response. At treatment level 2 (0.75 V and 2.5 V), milking time was longer
(8.5 versus 8.3 min) for the treatment group while no other response variable showed a significant
response. At treatment level 3 (0.75 V and 5 V) there was a residual effect on milk production two
periods after the treatment period. In addition, less water was consumed by the treatment group (97.6
versus 100 liters/cow per day). It was concluded that exposures up to 5.0 V in well managed tie‐stall
dairy operations were unlikely to cause observable changes in cow milk production or behavior.

3.9. Field Studies and Case Studies
There have been reports of a number of field and case studies in the literature. Many of these suffer
from:
• Self selection bias: Farms are often enrolled because they have health or production problems
that they believe may be related to electrical exposures rather than a random selection of
farms. Farms that are experiencing problems are more likely to be implementing a number of
measures to improve their performance.
• Small sample size: Some studies have enrolled only a few case studies or a small selection of
farms that have installed a particular mitigation device. Valid correlations rely on a sufficient
random sample to balance the enormous variability across farms, across regions and across
time.
• Inadequate characterization of voltage exposures: In some cases, exposures have not been
documented at all or have been characterized by neutral‐to‐earth voltages which have been
shown to be poorly related to animal exposure levels.
• Inadequate measurement of animal response: In some studies, animal responses have been self
reported by operators without validation of performance numbers.
• Lack of controls or appropriate points of comparison: Seasonal and year‐to‐year variations in
animal performance as well as enormous farm‐to‐farm variability require careful and
appropriate comparisons in order to establish which changes in the farm environment are
related to which responses in performance.
Some notable field studies are summarized below.
Kirk (1984) reported on a field study in which stray voltage investigations were performed on 59
Michigan dairy farms. Levels exceeding 1 V alternating current were reported to have been found on 32
farms, although the exposure locations location and measurement methods were not specified.
Information regarding somatic cell counts, prevalence of clinical mastitis, and response to corrective
actions was collected at the time of the farm visit and from questionnaires sent to the farmers following
farm visits. Statistical analysis indicated no significant relationship between the magnitude of stray
voltage and milk production, or somatic cell counts. When on‐farm, off‐farm, and combination sources
were consolidated into a single category and compared with no source of stray voltage (presumably less
than the 1 V level?), animal behavior was found to be related to source of exposure, whereas the
prevalence of mastitis and milk production decreases were not. On most of the farms where exposure
levels were less than 1 V, the signs interpreted by the dairyman as being due to stray voltage could be
explained by other factors. On farms where the milking machine was functioning properly and milking
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technique was adequate and included post milking teat dipping, mastitis was rarely noted to be a
serious problem even though voltage exposures exceeded 1 V. The authors concluded that these data
supported the conclusion that exposures less than 1 V would not produce herd behavior, production or
health problems and that there were many other causes for these symptoms. This study suffers from
lack of appropriate exposure verification and lack of appropriate response verification (self reported).
Rodenburg (1984) reported on a survey of service entrance neutral to remote earth voltage
measurements on 140 Ontario dairy farms. During a 24 hour monitoring period 80% of farms had peak
voltages between the in excess of 1 V, 55% of farms in excess of 2 V and 28% of farms in excess of 3 V.
The highest voltages were usually recorded during peak electrical load periods between 6 and 9 a.m.
and 5 and 8 p.m. Cow contact voltage exceeded 0.5 V on 50% of farms, 1 V on 21% of farms and 2 V on
11% of farms. On 40% of the farms, cow contact voltages were very low in spite of the presence of
voltage on the neutral because of poor electrical bonding of stabling. There was no report of the
relationship between exposure levels and herd responses in this study but this study gives useful
information on the occurrence of neutral to earth voltage on Ontario farms in the early 1980’s.
Thornton (1984) reported on a survey of Alberta dairy farms with parlor milking systems and found that
11% had voltages over 1 V with faulty wiring as the most significant cause. There was no definite
relationship between voltage levels and herd production. This study also provides an insight into the
occurrence and sources of neutral to earth voltage levels on Canadian farms although it is unclear if
appropriate cow‐contact measurements were made.
Winter (1984) reported on a field survey of 40 farms that had installed a mitigation device called the
Electronic Grounding Systems® or EGS. Initial exposure levels were not reported. There were self‐
reported changes in milk production, somatic cell count, frequency of mastitis, time required to milk,
breeding efficiency and labor productivity. The authors noted that numerous other factors affect dairy
herd performance and therefore may have influenced the results reported by the operators and that in
some cases with good reductions in voltage there were no significant changes reported in herd
performance. This study suffers from selection bias (only those farms purchasing a particular device
included), lack of appropriate exposure verification, and lack of appropriate response verification (self
reported).
Appleman (1987) reported on a statistical analysis of 84 Minnesota farms that had neutral isolators
installed over the period of one year. Milk production 12 months after isolation was reported to be
higher than prior to isolation and increasing more rapidly than regional averages. No other parameters
studied showed significant change after isolation (average SCC, % of cows with high SCC, % of cows
leaving the herd, heat detection, conception rate, calving interval). Initial exposure levels were not
recorded, nor were exposure levels after isolation. This study suffers from possible selection bias (those
farms that had neutral isolators installed may have been more likely to be experiencing problems and
searching for solutions to these problems beyond isolation).
Albright (1991) reported on a study in which 30 Indiana dairy farms in 21 counties were checked for
suspected stray voltage problems. Initial neutral‐earth voltage levels at the service panel averaged 0.5 V.
With all apparent electrical equipment turned on, the neutral‐earth voltage levels averaged 1.1 V.
Continuous monitoring on nine farms showed peak levels of 1.5 V. The installation of a Tingle voltage
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Filter (TVF) on ten problem dairy farms was reported to have reduced neutral‐earth voltage levels 11‐
fold. Major differences were found from farm to farm regarding dairy management abilities, as well as
the state of electrical wiring and grounding. Nine of ten TVF herds were reported to have shown
improvement in individual cow and group behavior although it was not clear how these behaviors were
measured or reported or which specific behaviors improved. When comparing 12 months post
installation to pre‐TVF milk production data, herds were reported to show a slight increase in milk
production, however, the time of year of intervention was not indicated and there did not appear to be
a comparison with a ‘control’ group of farms. This study suffers from lack of appropriate exposure
verification (only neutral‐earth voltages, not cow‐contact voltages measured). Many of the responses
were not appropriately verified (either methods not described or self reported).
Hendrickson, (1991) conducted a field study in which cow contact voltage and current exposures were
monitored 4 times/year on 110 randomly selected Wisconsin dairy farms. Dairy herd management
practices were also analyzed and related to both production and voltage findings. Farms were grouped
into low level and high level voltage exposure groups (greater than 0.5 V steady state or greater than 1.0
V spikes in cow contact locations = high level exposure) as well as low, middle and high milk production
groups. Conclusions of this study included:
•

High level exposure was found on 34% of the survey farms on at least 1 of the quarterly checks.

•

The high level exposure group included farms in all production groups (low, middle, and high)
suggesting that rolling herd averages of greater than 18,000 lbs. can be achieved at this high
exposure level.

•

High level voltage was more common in the low and middle production groups than the high
production group.

•

The high production group displayed a significantly higher level of management intensity than
the middle and low production groups suggesting that proven dairy herd management factors is
key to achieving high levels of milk production regardless of the voltage exposure levels
measured during the survey.

This study had a reasonable sample size and farms were randomly selected. Exposure and response
verification appear to be appropriate. The study cannot be used to establish cause and effect
relationships but is a useful comparison to the types of responses observed in controlled studies.

3.10. USDAARS Handbook 696: Effects of electrical voltage/current on farm
animals
USDA Handbook 696, issued in December 1991 is the result of a review of available research by 15
scientists. Most of the research relates to 60 Hz AC steady state voltage/current exposures. Figure 4 is
reproduced from that publication and summarizes the researcher’s conclusions regarding the levels of
voltage and current that affect dairy cows.
The following specific conclusions are the consensus opinions of all contributors to the Handbook.
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•

Currents up to 4.0 mA do not appear to inhibit the milk ejection reflex, depress milk production
significantly, or increase the incidence of mastitis or other diseases of the cow.

•

It is doubtful that the milking machine plays a role in the exposure of cows to stray voltage. The
voltage necessary to override the resistance of the milking path would be well in excess of neutral‐
to‐earth voltages.

•

Cows experience various health problems, including mastitis. Mastitis is a fact of life in the dairy
industry, and it is caused by infection of the udder and not electricity.

•

Factors such as milking machine problems, disease, poor sanitation, and nutritional disorders may
cause cows to manifest any of the symptoms that are sometimes attributed to stray voltage/current
exposure.

•

While some pathway resistances approach 1000 ohms or more, worst‐case resistance may be as low
as 500 ohms.

•

Cow contact voltages from low impedance sources should be kept less than 2 V to 4 V. (2 V
corresponds to 4 mA, assuming 500 Ohm cow + contact resistance, 4V corresponds to 4 mA,
assuming 1000 Ohm cow + contact resistance

Figure 4. Behavioral and milk production responses to increasing current levels. The corresponding
voltage scales on the right were estimated using a worst case circuit impedance (500 Ohms) and a
more realistic impedance (1000 Ohms). (From USDA Handbook 696, Lefcourt 1991)
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3.11. Studies after publication of USDA 696
In the 1990’s the focus of research shifted to the effects of ‘transient’ 60 Hz voltage and currents and
high frequency stimuli by research groups at Cornell University and the University of Wisconsin.

3.12. Cornell University II
A useful categorization of voltage/current exposures was developed based upon on‐farm measurements
(Aneshansley, 1997),
•

Steady state 60 Hz AC voltages, greater than 1 second duration, typically 60 Hz power
frequency. These steady state events can also have some harmonic content as well due to
nonlinear loads.

•

Momentary 60 Hz events of from 1 to 60 cycles of 60 Hz voltage/current, as occurs when a
motor starts.

•

Transients are events have a duration of less than 1 cycle of 60 Hz and are caused by arcing as
switch contactors bounce, electric fence controllers which produce short duration pulses and
other high frequency ‘noise’ produced by the operation of a variety of electrical devices.

A set of water bowl experiments were used to determine the current levels needed to cause a cow that
was drinking, to stop drinking. These experiments examined the effect of different voltage waveforms
and frequencies (Aneshansley, 1997; Aneshansley, 1999). All current levels for a response are given as
the average of 16 cows with 4 replications of each treatment per cow. Events studied were
o

steady state AC current from 60 to 30,000 Hz


o

combinations of 60 and 180 Hz with different phase shifts (harmonics)


o

extreme waveform distortion can influence cow sensitivity

short duration DC pulses


o

higher frequencies required increased current to elicit response

pulse duration less than 400 microseconds required higher current to elicit
response

DC offset combined 60 Hz current


DC offset had no effect on current sensitivity

The results of these studies agree well with neuro‐electric theory (Reilly, 1998) and other experiments
on high frequency exposures (Reinemann, 2005).
Holstein cows with a history of subclinical mastitis (cultured positive for staphylococcus aureus), were
used to determine if seven day exposure to steady state voltages could trigger clinical mastitis (Gorewit,
1997). Cows were divided into four treatment groups of four cows each with constant voltage
treatments of 0 V, 1 V, 2 V and 4 V applied continuously between water bowls and metal floor mats.
Animals perceived voltages as evidenced by delays in drinking, which increased with voltage exposure
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levels. Voltage exposure did not significantly influence milk production, milk composition, water intake,
feed intake, blood chemistry, or blood serum concentrations of immune gamma globulins or cortisol. A
trend existed for higher cortisol levels in those cows receiving voltage treatments, however. Milk
production, somatic cell counts, milk fat and protein and IgM8 levels were higher in the 0 V and 1V
groups compared with the 2V and 4 V treatment groups. This was most likely caused by the subclinical
staph. infections present in the cows at the start of experimentation.
In a second mastitis experiment 16 lactating Holstein cows (8 receiving Bovine somatotropin [bST] and 8
bST free cows) were divided in to four treatment groups of four cows each and exposed to 0 V, 1 V, 2 V
or 4 V of 60 Hz rms constant voltages applied continuously between water bowls and metal floor mats
for seven days (Gorewit, 1999). All cows were exposed to streptococcus uberis9, as a post teat dip after
milking. Voltage exposure did not significantly influence milk production, feed intake, water intake, SCC,
milk fat or milk and protein. The authors concluded that steady state voltages of up to 4V, applied to
water bowls, for 7days, did not promote clinical mastitis in dairy cattle predisposed to mastitis during or
after direct exposure of live bacteria to teat ends.

3.13. University of Wisconsin
A research program at the University of Wisconsin was initiated at the request of the Wisconsin
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (WDATCP) in 1991. A citizen’s advisory
board to the WDATCP, composed of parties with concerns about stray voltage, established the priorities
for this research. The highest priority at the time this research was initiated was dairy cow response to
short duration or ‘transient’ voltages.
Experimental procedures were developed by an animal behavior specialist to measure and detect
behavioral responses to applied current pulses. A number of suspected behaviors were monitored by
human observers. Computer‐based data acquisition equipment was also used to monitor animal
activity. For studies in which current pulses were applied from muzzle to 4‐hooves, facial activity was the
most sensitive behavioral response followed by front hoof lifting. Human observers’ measurements of
hoof lifting agreed well with automated recording of animal motion. Tail motion showed no statistically
significant response to the current stimulus (Reinemann, 1999b).
The distribution of responses at 60 Hz and higher frequencies showed remarkable agreement neuro‐
electric models and numerous other studies that used a variety of methods to detect behavioral
response thresholds (Reinemann 1999b). The range of sensitivity to a single‐cycle, 60‐Hz, current pulse
for 120 cows ranged from 2.8 to 19 mA (measured from zero to peak) with a median response threshold
of 9.6 mA. Cows were less sensitive (e.g., more current was required to elicit a response) to shorter
duration or higher frequency waveforms over the frequency range from 60‐Hz to 50,000 Hz. The median
sensitivity for a single‐cycle, 50‐kHz pulse increased to 1308 mA (measured from zero to peak). The
waveform and number of cycles of the stimulus for high frequency pulses also affected sensitivity. Cows
did not respond to magnetic fields of up to 4 Gauss produced by current flow in metal structures
8

IgM or Immunoglobulin M, is by far the physically largest antibody in the human circulatory system. IgM
antibodies in serum indicates recent infection
9
A highly contagious mastitis pathogen.
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(Reinemann, 1995a). The maximum magnetic field exposure used in this study (4 Gauss) is extreme and
hundreds of times higher than any conceivable farm exposure.
A series of experiments was performed to examine the sensitivity of dairy cattle to current pulses with
multiple frequency components, specifically shorter duration pulses superimposed on a 60 Hz waveform
(Reinemann, 2003b). Involuntary muscle contraction thresholds were determined for cows using the
muzzle‐hooves exposure pathway. There was no significant interaction between the longer duration
component (1 cycle of 60 Hz current or a phase duration 1/120 of a second or 8.3 ms) and the shorter
duration components (pulses with durations of 1.8 ms , 1.4 ms and 0.7 ms). The authors concluded that
peak‐to‐peak and zero‐to‐peak measurements of current with multiple frequency components may
over‐estimate the sensitivity of dairy cattle to current pulses.
Further studies were conducted to determine the level of current, relative to the behavioral reaction
threshold, required to affect cows’ feed and water intake and milk production. Groups of eight cows
were monitored for a 14‐day pretreatment period followed by a 21‐day treatment during which a single‐
cycle, 60‐Hz transient current was applied to water bowls once every second, and a 14‐day post
treatment period (Reinemann, 2005). Cows in these experiments were exposed to the transient current
whenever they attempted to drink. In practice, transient events are not typically present every time an
animal attempts to eat or drink. Exposure levels were set relative to the sensitivity of individual animals
to short duration exposure to take into account the wide range of sensitivities among cows. The
exposure levels ranged from 7 mA to 20 mA (measured from zero to peak). Feed and water intake, milk
production, somatic cell count, blood composition, and activity level were monitored during the
experiment. Average changes in feed and water intake and milk production during the 21 day treatment
period were not significant when compared with the 14‐day pre‐treatment period. No change in SCC
was found for the animals at the highest exposure level. Animals showed an acclimation to the transient
current exposure with avoidance behaviors most prominent immediately after exposure and reduced
avoidance response with increasing exposure time.
Significant reductions in water and feed intake, and milk production were measured on the first three
days of exposure for cows exposed to 150% of their reaction threshold current level. The current level
required to elicit this short term reduction in water and feed intake and milk production was thus
considerably higher than that to produce a behavioral response. Behavioral effects, as indicated by delay
to drink and gross observation, were apparent during the first day of exposure at levels lower than those
required to cause measurable changes in daily total water and feed intake or milk production. On
average, an increase in the reaction threshold (cows became less sensitive) was observed between pre‐
treatment and post‐treatment periods. This confirms results of previous studies and field observations
noting rapid acclimation to voltages as well as changes in animal behaviors with no measurable decline
in water or feed intake or milk production.
Short‐term aversion to water was also observed in a second study when a single‐cycle 6000 Hz current
pulse (ranging from 60 to 150 mA zero‐peak current) was applied to the water bowl (Reinemann, 1996).
Reduced water consumption was again observed for current exposure levels 150% of the behavioral
response threshold. Predictability of aversive response was improved over previous studies by taking
into account individual animal sensitivity. This result clarifies previous experiments in which animals had
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to be removed from experimental trials because of dramatic response. More consistency in behaviors
was observed, and greater response was obtained when using a multiplicative current exposure scheme
(150% of behavioral response threshold), than with an additive scheme (1.5 mA or 3 mA + behavioral
response threshold). The responses were all explainable by avoidance of water bowls associated with
the presence of an annoying stimulus rather than direct physiological effects.
A subsequent study investigated aversive response of a continuously‐applied stimulus to intermittently‐
applied stimulus (Reinemann, 2004). A continuously applied current pulse at 150% of each cow’s
behavioral response threshold resulted in reduced the water consumption, while the intermittently
applied pulse at the same current level did not result in reduced water intake. In order for current
exposure to affect cows, the applied current must first be of sufficient level to cause avoidance
behavior. In addition, these events must also occur often enough to cause animals to avoid water and/or
feed.
The relationship between cow impedance and cow sensitivity was also examined in these studies. There
was a trend for more sensitive cows to have higher resistance. Thus using the minimum threshold
current for the population of cows combined with the minimum impedance from that same population
will result in an overly conservative estimation of the minimum threshold contact voltage for that
population. Measurement of cow contact voltage and current using a 500‐Ohm shunt resistor have been
shown in these laboratory studies as well as field studies to be a conservative estimate (worst case) of
the current likely to flow though a cow.
There was no evidence from these studies that there was any direct physiological effect of voltage and
current exposures below the levels at which a behavioral response could be documented nor at levels at
which aversion to water and/or feed are first observed. The short term decreases in water and feed
intake that was documented were consistent with aversive response to an unpleasant stimulus.

3.14. AgroParisTech
The most recent series of studies to examine the effects of stray voltage on farm animals was begun at
the French Agricultural University, AgroParisTech, in 2005. Roussel (2007) determine the threshold level
at which heifers perceive the electric shock, using an avoidance test. Twenty Holstein heifers were
exposed in steps of 0.3 V up to 5 V applied to a feeding cup. Twenty additional heifers followed the
same avoidance test but without any electricity applied. For exposures of 2.3 V or greater, the
percentage of total feed eaten from the electrified feeder and the time spent eating in the electrified
feeder decreased. Above 3 V heifers changed more quickly to the non‐electrified feeder. Above 2 V
heifers performed more muzzle‐grooming and head shaking than the control group. The authors
concluded that a voltage of 2.3V appeared to be the threshold at which avoidance behavior starts.
Further research is underway study whether individual electrical resistance may explain some of the
variability in the voltage threshold.
Rigalma (2007) reported on a 3‐week period of 3.3 V exposures at metallic feeders in either a
continuous or unpredictable manner with twenty electricity‐naïve heifers or twenty heifers that had
experienced voltage exposure previously. Heifers with unpredictable exposure tended to spend more
time eating in the electrified feeder, made more abrupt head movements and more muzzle‐grooming
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behaviors than those in the continuous exposure group. Although no behavioral differences were
observed between naïve and experienced heifers, the naïve heifers had higher cortisol concentrations
on the first day when the voltage was applied. Naïve heifers with continuous exposure ate more and
changed feeder quicker than the naïve heifers in the unpredictable exposure group. They concluded that
heifers with unpredictable exposure had more difficulty in adapting and that past‐experience seemed to
reduce the response. Preliminary results (to be presented by Rigalma in 2008) suggest that
unpredictable exposure may not offer sufficient time to the heifers to learn how to adapt.
A study has been initiated to examine behavioral and endocrine responses for a large sample size of
lactating cows (about 100) in a free‐stall barn environment. Studies have also just begun at Limoges
University to remotely measure current flowing through cows in their normal farm environment. The
results of these studies will be a valuable contribution to better understand the level and time patterns
of current exposures in real‐world farm conditions. Work is also being conducted on mitigation
methods (personal communication with researchers at stray voltage conference in Limoges, France,
November 2007).

3.15. Minnesota Science Advisors Study
In 1994 the Minnesota Legislature authorized the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC) to
establish a committee of science advisors in response to claims by The Electromagnetic Research
Foundation (TERF) that electric currents in the earth from electric utility distribution systems are
somehow responsible for problems with animal behavior, health and production problems of dairy
cows. The Science Advisors were a multidisciplinary group with expertise in the fields of agricultural
engineering, animal physiology, biochemistry, electrical engineering, electrochemistry, epidemiology,
physics, soil science and veterinary science. These science advisors were assigned the following tasks:
•

Review any evidence that might support the proposal that earth currents adversely affect dairy
herd health and production.

•

Determine whether further research in this area is warranted.

•

Oversee any research proposed to resolve questions related to possible earth current effects.

•

Provide recommendations to the PUC based on available evidence and the results of any
research conducted with funds appropriated under the legislation.

A progress report was issued in January 1996 in which it was noted then that currents in the earth can
only interact with dairy cows through their associated electric fields, magnetic fields and voltages, and
that these parameters should be the focus of analysis, rather that earth currents per se. A survey of
Minnesota and Wisconsin dairy operators was designed to obtain information on the specific types of
herd health and production problems and to assess the extent to which owners of dairy herds attribute
such problems to stray voltage or other causes. A field study was conducted to assess possible
associations between selected electrical and non‐electrical parameters and the presence or absence of
persistent problems associated with dairy cow health and milk production. The MPUC also funded
follow‐up laboratory research at the University of Wisconsin.
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Based on their study and analysis the science advisors reached the following conclusions (MPUC, 1998):
1. “We have not found credible scientific evidence to verify the specific claim that currents in the
earth or associated electrical parameters such as voltages, magnetic fields and electric fields, are
causes of poor health and milk production in dairy herds.”
2. “At the present time, there is no basis for altering the PUC‐approved standards by which electric
utilities distribute power onto or in the vicinity of individual dairy farms.”
3. “There are many well‐documented non‐electrical factors that are known and accepted by the
scientific community, and by most farmers as well, to cause dairy cow health and production
problems. Among the most noteworthy stressors are poor nutrition, poor cow comfort and
hygiene, and low or no use of vaccinations and related preventive veterinary practices. Those
who want to improve performance of dairy herds should always address these factors.”
Other Notable conclusions were:
“It is important to note here that there is a difference between what is conceivable or possible
and what is likely or probable. For example, a National Institute of Environmental Health and
Safety committee concluded that there is a possible not a probable association between the
presence of 60 Hz magnetic fields of 2‐3 milliGauss or higher and childhood leukemia. In the 19‐
farm field study described in this report, the average AC magnetic fields measured inside the
dairy barns were on the order of 0.5 milliGauss. Thus with the present body of evidence, it is our
best judgment that magnetic fields from earth currents or any other contributory sources in the
dairy barn are not of sufficient levels to cause any health or production problems in dairy cows.”
“At the present time, there is only one electrical condition that is well documented in the peer
reviewed, published literature to influence adversely cow behavior, health or milk production
under specific circumstances. That is cow contact stray voltage.”
While each of the Science Advisors accepted the final report and recommendations, one of the science
advisors published a paper with his personal follow‐up analysis of the Science Advisors Report (Polk,
2001). Some of the conclusions from this paper were:
•

At present it is not known whether and how the long‐term exposure to step voltages above 9 mV
can affect health and/or milk production of dairy cows. This can only be established by
laboratory experiments where major variables known to affect animal health can be controlled.

•

It appears desirable to measure soil resistivity when a dairy farmer reports possible electricity
related cow health and production problems

•

The author alone is responsible for the analysis presented here and the conclusions drawn.

The analysis in this paper consists of a series of more than twenty T‐tests was done on a limited data
set. Statistical theory indicates that if a p value of 0.5 is used as a test of significance, one of 20 tests
would show significance due to chance correlation. The correlation between Milk/per/cow/day and
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voltage exposure during low use hours was claimed to be significant (p=0.0418) but is highly influenced
by one outlier in the rather small data set and when this outlier is removed the correlation is not
significant. The correlation is in the best case extremely weak, and in the reasonable case is
nonexistent. Many other differences in management factors were more significant than voltage
exposure during the low voltage period. Dr. Polk’s paper does not refute any of the original science
advisors conclusions and there is insufficient evidence in the 2001 analysis to challenge the original
conclusions of the Science Advisors Report, of which he was an author. Another Science Advisor
published a statement (Stetson, 2003) in which he indicated that Polk (2001) apparently used a limited
selection of data from the Science Advisor Report and misinterpreted the data from the farms with the
stall mats. Dr. Polk died in 2000 so he is not able to defend his published comments.

3.16. University of Wisconsin II
Controlled laboratory studies at the University of Wisconsin were commissioned by the MPUC to
investigate a hypothesis developed by the Science Advisors. In these studies stress hormones and
immune function response of dairy cows exposed to low‐level step potentials were examined. A first
series of experiments was performed to measure behavioral responses and changes in blood cortisol
concentration of cows exposed to 60‐Hz electrical current applied from front to rear hooves
(Reinemann, 2003c). Cortisol levels did not increase in response to short‐term current exposure at levels
up to 150% of the behavioral reaction threshold. Cortisol concentrations were found, however, to
increase in response to hoof trimming. These results confirm several previous studies indicating that
behavioral changes are a more sensitive indicator of response to short‐term electrical current exposure
than blood cortisol levels.
Milking performance of cows subjected to electrical current during milking and two common milking
machine problems were documented (Reinemann, 2003a). The first experiment used 32 cows in a 2x2
factorial design with exposure to 1 mA (60‐Hz rms) of electrical current from front to back hooves during
milking and a pulsation failure (no massage phase) as treatments. A second experiment used 16 cows in
a 2x2 factorial design with exposure to 1 mA (60‐Hz rms) of electrical current from front to back hooves
during milking and excessively aged milking machine liners as treatments. The main effect of current
exposure was not statistically significant for milk yield, average milk flow rate, maximum milk flow rate,
cow activity, and strip yield. The main effect of pulsation failure was significant for cow activity (5.8
fewer weight shifts during a milking). The main effect of aged liners was significant for milk yield (2.2 kg
increase), average flow rate (0.3 kg/min reduction), maximum flow rate (1.2 kg/min reduction), and liner
slips (26 more per milking). The significance of some interactive effects appeared to indicate that
current exposure had a mitigating effect on the changes caused by the milking machine problems. These
interactions were not consistent across experiments, however, and in some cases were highly
influenced by a few observations. This study adds further evidence to the body of literature showing
that exposure to low‐level step potential resulting in less than 1 mA rms of 60‐Hz electrical current
during milking is not a cause of cow discomfort or poor milking performance.
A third series of experiments were performed in which twelve mid‐lactation dairy cattle were subjected
to intermittent 60 Hz electrical currents of 1 mA rms from front to rear of stall for a period of 14 days
(Reinemann, 1999a). An additional 12 cows were housed in identical stalls with no treatment. Electrical
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monitoring indicated that achieved current was within 10% of target. Feed intake, water intake, milk
production and rectal temperature were monitored daily and were unaffected by treatment. Behavioral
measurements, including percentage of time lying and time to re‐enter stalls after milking, were
unaffected by treatment. Immune function was assessed by analyzing blood samples taken twice a week
for thirteen different response variables. There was no statistically significant difference between
control and treatment cows for any of the main response variables. The difference between the control
and treatment cows was statistically significant for one of the secondary response variables but did not
appear to be consistent with other observations. Collectively, these results suggest that exposure to 1
mA of current for two weeks had no significant effect on the immune function of dairy cattle.

3.17. Recent Dairy Field Studies.
Southwick (1992) reported on a dairy farm located in central New York State that was visited following
complaints of electrical shock in the farmhouse shower and the milk house sink. As much as 2 V AC of
potential difference was measured between the waterline and the cow platform (cow‐contact voltage)
and attributed mainly to a utility source. The farm's electrical service was modified so that the
farmstead could be connected or disconnected from the primary neutral wire at 2‐week intervals for 12
weeks. When connected to the primary neutral wire, voltage between waterline and floor ranged
between 0 and 1.8 V. When disconnected from primary neutral wire, voltage between waterline and
floor was less than 0.1 V. There was no difference in mean milk production, bulk tank milk somatic cell
count, or water consumption among periods when cows were exposed or unexposed to voltage.
Although not statistically significant the values for somatic cell count were lower and water
consumption was higher when cows were exposed to voltage than when they were not. This field study
is notable in that the exposures and responses were appropriately verified and a switchback design was
used to avoid confounding with time (to reduce the influence of the many other factors that can affect
dairy cow health and production).
Reines (1998) presented data from more than 2900 stray voltage investigations performed in Wisconsin.
The data collected includes electrical characteristics of both the distribution and on‐farm wiring systems
as well as rolling herd average milk production and bulk tank average somatic cell counts. More than
85% of the first investigations reported maximum primary and secondary neutral‐to‐earth voltages less
than 2 V. More than 90% of investigations reported maximum cow contact voltages less than 1 V. The
correlation between electrical parameters was as expected from electrical theory. However, specific
measurement of each parameter is required because predictive ability is low. Indicators such as ground
per mile, primary neutral or secondary neutral‐to‐earth voltages are not good predictors of cow contact
voltage. This is probably due to the prevalence of on farm sources, which can either add or subtract
from primary sources. It is imperative to properly identify the voltage sources and their interaction
before implementing mitigation. There was no meaningful correlation between primary neutral‐to‐earth
voltage, secondary neutral‐to‐earth voltage, cow contact voltage, or ground rod current and either
rolling herd average milk production or somatic cell count (r < 0.02). The correlation between the
monthly average somatic cell count reported by stray voltage investigators and by the USDA for all farms
in the Midwest (r = 0.58) was an order of magnitude higher than for any electrical parameter.
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Inappropriate conclusions about changes in somatic cell count and milk production can be drawn if
these seasonal trends are not taken into account.
The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin has continued to collect data from stray voltage
investigations. The most recent report (PSCW, 2007) presents charts and statistics form 8388 farm
investigations. Only about 7% of these farms had cow contact voltage in excess of the PSCW level of
concern of 1 V measured across a 500 Ohm resistor. Both cow contact current and primary neutral‐to‐
earth voltages have decreased substantially since the early 1990’s as the result of efforts by the PSWC
and electric power suppliers. These data show no meaningful correlation between:
•

current return ratio and elevated somatic cell count

•

current return ratio and rolling herd average milk production levels

•

cow contact current level and somatic cell count

•

cow contact current level and rolling herd average milk production

This lack of correlation is consistent with experimental studies which indicate no expected cause and
effect relationship between herd health and production at exposure levels below 1 V at animal contact
locations. This continuing field survey is notable in its very large sample size. If voltage and/or current
exposures did have a causal influence on dairy cow animal health and production, it should be apparent
in this large sample. Because the vast majority of farms (93%) are below the 1 V (2 mA) level of concern,
it is not surprising that there is no apparent trend in milk production or somatic cell count with
increasing voltage exposure. This data set presents strong evidence of the lack of a dose/response
relationship from extremely low exposures up to 1 V (2mA) exposures, confirming results from
controlled studies indicating that dairy cow responses would not occur at these low exposure levels.

3.18. Other Species
The vast majority of stray voltage studies have been performed on dairy cows; however there are also a
number of studies that have been performed on other species that have been summarized below.
3.18.1. Swine10
Gustafson (1986) reported that eight growing/finishing pigs exposed to 60 Hz electrical currents
administered through a mouth‐to‐all‐hooves showed a preference for a water source with no current
10

The studies reported here are published works in which sheep were exposed to voltage and current
levels typical of stray or tingle voltage. There have been other studies on swine with extremely high level
of current exposure: Ziecik (1993) foot‐shocks increased cortisol concentration in blood during the first
hours of stimulation but at the end of treatment cortisol was even lower than in control animals. Sein
(1994) transcranial electro‐stimulation during 3 days shortened the pubescence period and increased the
quantity of ovulated follicles in swine.
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compared to those at 0.25 mA and above. However, when no alternative source existed, greater than
3.0 mA was needed to affect drinking time and 4.0 mA to affect consumption.
Robert (1991) examined the effects stray voltage on 72 growing/finishing pigs by applying treatments of
0, 2 V or 5 V between the feeder or drinker and the metallic floor. During daytime, the applied potential
difference of 5 V decreased the eating frequency in both feeding groups and the drinking frequency in
restricted‐fed pigs. Daily feed intake and average daily gain were lower in the 5 V group than in the 2 V
and the control groups from 17 to 21 weeks of age. Gastric lesions, hematological and biochemical
variables were not affected by either voltage level.
Matte (1992) measured the total body impedance (TBI) of 12 pigs between the ages of 9 and 22 weeks
exposed to 2 V or 5 V of 60 Hz AC and flooring conditions of woven wire covered with water (WW) or dry
(WD). TBI was higher at 2 V (1300 Ohms) than at 5 V (1091 Ohms) while the effect of age on TBI also
depended on the age of pig and the wetness of the floor with values ranging from 3041 Ohms (WD) to
1031 Ohms (WW) at 10 weeks of age to 1036 Ohms (WD) to 778 (WW) at 18 weeks of age. The
reduction in TBI with age could be explained by the increase of the contact area and of the pressure
exerted by hooves on the floor, which are major factors influencing the quality of floor‐hooves contact.
In a second trial, TBI was measured for two 15 week‐old pigs with 1 V and 2 V of current at frequencies
of 60 Hz, 1000 Hz, 3000 Hz and 10,000 Hz on flooring surfaces WW, WD, and a copper plate covered
with water (CW). No difference in TBI was found between the 1 V and the 2 V treatments while TBI at 60
Hz on CW was lower than on WD but similar to that measured on WW. As current frequency increased,
the differences among surfaces disappeared. These results indicate that a greater amount of current
could pass through the body of growing‐finishing pigs as they get older and/or heavier. Among the
studied factors affecting TBI, wetness of the floor and current frequency appeared to be the most
important.
Robert (1992) evaluated the effects of 0 V, 5 V or 8 V applied between feeder or drinker and the metallic
floor on 72 growing‐finishing pigs. The total drinking time and the number of drinking bouts were lower
in the 8 V group than in the 0 V group. The percentage of time spent drinking during light hours was
reduced in the 5 V and 8 V groups at 18 and 20 wk. However, it was only between 14 and 16 weeks of
age that water intake was lower in the voltage groups. There was no effect of voltage on mean daily
feed intake and average daily gain over the whole fattening period. Behaviors were modified in the 8 V
and 5 V groups while the metabolic profile, the frequency and the severity of gastric ulcerative lesions
and the meat color were similar among the treatments.
Goodcharles (1993) subjected 72 pigs to 0 V plus 2 V pulses, 2 V plus 3 V pulses, 5 V plus 8 V applied
between feeder or drinker and metal floor and a control with no voltage. Pulses were of 3 second
duration. No major impact voltage exposure on health, growth or welfare of fattening pigs was
observed. Some behavior changes were noted, however.
Kambic (1993) evaluated the effects of electrical stimulation on the mechanical properties of healing
skin of 20 Hanford mini‐pigs. Wounds were stimulated 2 hours per day, 5 days per week for 30 days. The
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stiffness values for skin samples oriented parallel to the current flow were reduced by nearly half the
values obtained for normal controls (a desirable condition). No adverse effects were reported.
Robert (1994) conducted an experiment to determine the current through pigs housed on different
types of floor (woven wire, concrete, molded plastic, or plastic‐coated metal) and under different
flooring conditions (dry or wetted with urine). Current flow was higher in wet than in dry conditions and
increased with age on the 4 floor types, as did the hoof contact area with floor and hoof pressure of
pigs. In dry conditions, there was no measurable current flow on the 2 plastic floors. On all floor types,
except dry plastic, the current flow increased with frequency of current, the highest values being on the
woven wire floor. These data show how the contact impedance between the floor and the hooves varies
as a function of floor conditions and can influence the amount of current through young and adult pigs.
Heyde (1995) measured galvanic DC voltages of 400 mV to 600 mV between the floor and farrowing
crates, water bowls, and feed troughs. No link between voltage, behavior, and production was
reported.
Kennedy (1995) measured heart rate and behaviors of gilts released into a field surrounded by an
electric fence for the first time. Most contacts with the fence occurred in the first 10 minutes of the first
day after which the pigs avoided the fence. The magnitude of the heart rate response did not diminish
with subsequent shocks but increased with increasing gestation. The authors suggest that contact with
an electric fence for the first time during pregnancy could contribute to reproductive upset.
Robert (1996) randomly assigned 120 gilts to three voltage treatments; 2 V steady with 5 V pulses, 5 V
steady with 8 V pulses, and a control treatment. The steady voltage was applied 24 h/day while pulses of
3 sec duration were applied at irregular intervals. Gilts showed some behavioral response to voltage
while the behavior of sows and suckling pigs was not affected. Water and feed intakes were similar
among treatments, except during week 1 of lactation where feed intake was lower in the control group.
It was concluded that exposures up to 8 V did not impair the welfare, reproductive performance, or
health of sows and suckling pigs.
3.18.2. Sheep11
Duvaux‐Ponter (2005) performed an avoidance test to determine the threshold level at which sheep
perceive the electric shock, and their behavioral responses. Ewes had free choice to eat from one of
two metallic feeders. A voltage was then applied from to the feeder in which the ewe initially started to
eat to a metal floor‐plate on which the ewe stood. This allowed the ewe to change to the non‐electrified
feeder if it wanted to. The voltage was increased daily in steps of 0.5 V from 1 V up to 8 V. At 5.5 V and
above, the ewes tended to spend more time eating and to eat more from the non‐electrified feeder
11

The two studies reported here are the only published works in which sheep were exposed to voltage and current
levels typical of stray or tingle voltage. There have been other studies on sheep with extremely high level of current
exposure used for electro‐immobilization during shearing (Rushen, 1986; Kuchel, 1990) intentionally stressful foot‐
shocking. (Domanski, 1986, 1989, 1992; Morris, 1997; Prsekop, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1990) electric fences for training
(Cavani, 1994) and electro‐acupuncture for analgesia (Bossut, 1986). These exposures generally produced
pronounced behaviors and some produced hormonal responses.
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compared with the electrified feeder. The number of ewes which suddenly removed their heads while
eating in the electrified feeder was higher at 4 V and 5 V compared to no voltage. The authors concluded
that a voltage of 5.5 V appears to be the threshold at which avoidance behavior starts for a large
number of the ewes, but that there were differences in the responsiveness of animals. Further research
on resistance values was recommended to account for some of this variability. In a second study with
the same methodology but using lambs, Duvaux‐Ponter (2006) reported that they avoided feed bowls
starting at a threshold of 5 V.
3.18.3. Poultry
Wilcox (1986) reported on a field study in a laying facility in which egg production and feed consumption
were reduced by about 1/3 in the span of 1 week. Potentials of 0.8 to 0.9 V between the metal cage and
water in the plastic cups and a 1.3 V to 1.5 V potential between the cage and a driven ground rod were
measured. Reduction of voltage potentials was associated with water and feed consumption and egg
production returning to normal levels. It was speculated that electrical disturbances could be a source of
production loss in cage layers.
McFarlane (1988; 1989) studied the effects of electric shock on health, behavior, and performance of
chicks. Chicks were exposed to currents increasing from 2.9 mA on Day 1 to 8.7 mA on Day 7, applied
from one point on a foot to another. When exposed to this between 10 and 17 days of age, chicks’
weight gain was reduced by 12%, feed intake by 5% and gain:feed by 8%. Chicks were reported to
habituate to the shock over time. Effects of multiple concurrent stressors chicks was also studied using
intermittent electric shock between 2.9 and 8.7 mA, ammonia, beak trimming, coccidiosis, heat stress
and continuous noise as stressors. All stressors, except noise, decreased weight gain, feed intake and
feed conversion efficiency. Performance results indicated that chicks responded to each stressor in the
same fashion regardless of whether a stressor occurred singly or concurrently with up to five others.
Halvorsen (1989) reported on a field investigation of turkeys poults that experienced increased
mortality. Alternating current voltage potentials of up to 2.5 V was detected between waterers and the
floor. Reduction of voltage potentials was associated with resolution of the mortality problem. A series
of experiments was subsequently conducted to determine the sensitivity of turkey poults to alternating
current. It was concluded based on these experiments that the voltage levels measured at the farm did
not cause the mortality experienced.
Villeneuve (1990) investigated the effects of both continuously applied voltages from 1 V to 9V in three
separate experiments and randomly applied voltages from 3 V to 9 V in a fourth experiment. voltages
were applied between the nipple drinker and the metallic cage on 30 hens laying hens per treatment.
Each experiment lasted from 2 to 4 weeks. Up to 3 V of continuous exposure had no effect on laying
rate, daily feed intake, or daily water intake. Exposures of up to 6 V also had no effect on laying rate but
did influence feed and water behaviors at times but these differences were inconsistent and overall
there was no effect of treatment. Randomly applied voltage of up to 9 V had no influence on laying rate,
daily feed intake or daily water intake. The authors concluded that up to 9 V of continuous or randomly
applied voltage does not impair egg production, and that the electrical resistance of hens from beak to
foot was much higher than that of dairy cattle and pigs.
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Vidali (1995; 1996) studied the effects of sinusoidal voltages applied between metallic nipple drinker
and the metallic cage on 120 laying hens in 7 different experiments and chopped sinusoidal voltages an
another group of 120 laying hens in 5 additional experiments. Neither sinusoidal nor chopped sinusoidal
voltage differences as high as 18 V had an effect on the hens' production and behavior. The electrical
resistance of 23‐ and 40‐week‐old hens was measured and found to vary between 350,000 and 544,000
Ohms.
Worley (2000a; 2000b; 2001) investigated concerns of poultry producers that the number of eggs that
end up on floors and between slats rather than in nests may be related to voltage exposures. A field
survey was done on 15 farms and reported that it was difficult to gauge the extent of the exposure
problems because of the fluctuation in voltage levels. While there was no correlation between percent
of floor eggs and the amount of voltage found, the author speculated that voltage may be a contributing
factor to floor and slat egg problems. Subsequent experiments were performed in which mature and
young hens were subjected to 0, 3, 6 or 9 V between slats and laying nests. These data indicated no
difference in laying habits between any of the treatments and control pens, however all of the groups of
hens (including the control groups) had a high incidence of laying eggs in locations other than the nest,
indicating that factors other than the applied voltage may have been causing a floor egg problem.

3.19. Summary and Synthesis of Research
3.19.1. Compilation of Dairy Cow Reponses to Current Dose
Figure 5 illustrates the combined results of studies on dairy cows in which an ascending series of 60 Hz
current was applied through various body pathways until a behavioral response threshold was observed.
These data were compiled from the following studies: Aneshansley, 1997, 1999; Craine, 1975; Currence,
1990; Gorewit, 1984; Lefcourt, 1982, 1986; Norell, 1985; Reinemann, 1995, 1996, 1999b, 2003b, 2003c;
Whttlestone, 1975; Woolford, 1972; and represent 355 cows, in 15 separate experiments, by 9 research
groups, across 31 years and two continents. The studies summarized in Figure 5 all verified that current
flowing through an individual cow during the course of a series of tests in which the current dose was
gradually increased until a pre‐defined behavioral response was observed. These tests allow for the
specification of response thresholds for individual animals. All of the response levels have been
converted into equivalent 60 Hz rms steady state levels using relationships from measurement practice
(e.g. 1 milliamp measured from zero‐to‐peak for a sinusoidal waveform = 0.707 mA rms) and from
neuro‐electric models with experimental verification (e.g. the response to a single cycle sinusoidal
stimuli is equivalent to about 80% of the same waveform applied in a continuous or multiple cycle
manner).
The green line in Figure 5 indicates a mild behavioral response noted by the researchers in those studies
that were designed to determine this type of behavioral response threshold. The majority of these
(from 10% to 90% of cows) fall between 3 and 8 mA of 60 Hz rms current with the 50th percentile just
below 5 mA.
In some of these experiments, researchers increased the current exposures above the level required to
achieve the first, mild behavioral response and recorded current level that produce stronger or more
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pronounced behavioral responses. Many of the research groups noted rapid acclimation to the current
levels just sufficient to produce subtle behavioral responses and increased current exposure levels in
order to obtain a more repeatable (stronger or more pronounced behavioral) response. One study
represented in this pronounced behavior group (Reinemann, 2003b) used involuntary muscle
contraction was used as the response threshold when an ascending series of current was applied
between muzzle and all hooves. The threshold of involuntary muscle contraction would be expected to
occur at higher current does levels than the threshold of sensory stimulation. This threshold was chosen
as being a more repeatable metric that the sensory response threshold for purposes of comparing
responses to different current waveforms but was not judged to be painful to cows by trained
observers. The sample of 125 cows represented by a discomfort behavioral response is indicated by the
yellow line in Figure 5 with the 10% to 90% values spanning 4 mA to 9 mA and the 50th percentile at 6.5
mA.

Mild Behavioral Response
n = 355

Aversive Behavioral Response
n = 36

Discomfort Behavioral Response
n = 125

Figure 5. Summary of Behavioral Response thresholds for Dairy Cows exposed to ascending series of
60 Hz current exposures. Current is expressed in equivalent 60 Hz rms values.
Aversive response thresholds (stop drinking) and those studies in which researchers identified
thresholds at which cows appeared to be in pain are indicated by the red line in Figure 5. This threshold
has been documented by the least number of studies (36 cows) and fall in the range from about 5 mA
up to 16 mA of current dose, with the 50th percentile just above 8 mA. The comparison of the 50th
percentile values for these three response types give a good indication of the general relationship
between sensation, motor response and annoyance, as is predicted by neuro‐electric theory: first
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behavior 5 mA, pronounced behavior 6.5 mA (or 1.3 times first behavior), aversion 8 mA (or 1.6 times
first behavior).
Table 2. summarizes the experiments in which groups of cows were exposed to a constant current when
attempting to eat or drink or during milking (depending on the specific experiment). The cows in these
studies are not included in the summary presented in Figure 5 because an ascending series of current
was not used to determine a response threshold. The individual responses of cows was also not
generally reported in these studies, however, the researchers often noted the general pattern of
responses (e.g. “some cows showed behavioral changes”). The experiments summarized in Table 2
represent over 260 cow tests (some cows were used in multiple experiments).
Table 2. Summary of experiments in which groups of cows were exposed to constant current stimulus
when attempting to eat or drink, or during milking.
mA

Author

Year

1.0

Gustafson

1985

1.0

Gustafson

1.0

#

Exposure Pathway

Responses

6

FH-RH on wet expanded metal plates

1985

6

Norell

1983

7

1.0

Norell

1983

7

1.5

Gustafson

1985

6

2.0

Gustafson

1985

6

Metallic mouth bit – AH on wet metal
plates
FH-RH on metal plates in water filled
containers
Metallic mouth bit – AH on wet metal
plates
Body (metal plate with gel) to AH on
wet expanded metal plates
FH-RH on wet expanded metal plates

2.0

Gustafson

1985

6

2.0

Norell

1983

7

2.0

Norell

1983

7

2.5

Lefcourt

1986

7

Metallic bit in mouth to AH on wet
expanded metal plates
FH-RH on metal plates in water filled
containers
Metallic mouth bit – AH on wet metal
plates
Hock - Hock EKG patches

3.0

Gustafson

1985

6

FH-RH on wet expanded metal plates

3.0

Gustafson

1985

6

3.0

Gustafson

1985

6

3.0

Norell

1983

7

3.0

Norell

1983

7

3.6

Lefcourt

1985

7

Body (metal plate with gel) – AH on
wet expanded metal plates
Metallic mouth bit-AH on wet metal
plates
FH-RH on metal plates in water filled
containers
Metallic mouth bit – AH on wet metal
plates
Hock-Hock EKG Patch, 5s on 25 s off
during milking, 7 days

4.0

Gorewit

1984

6

NC in hoof lifting (31% compared to 27% for
control)
NC in mouth Opening (7% compared to 8%
for control)
NC in Hoof lifting (23% compared to 18% for
control)
Increased mouth opening (14% compared to
0% for control)
NC in behaviors (30% compared to 26% for
control)
NC in hoof lifting (24% compared to 27% for
control)
NC in mouth opening (18% compared to 8%
for control)
NC in hoof lifting (25% compared to 18% for
control)
Increased mouth opening (30% compared to
0% for control)
Mild Behaviors 2 of 7 cows, NC in heart rate,
prolactin, glucocorticoids, epinephrine
Increased hoof lifting (62% compared to 27%
for control)
NC Behaviors (43% compared to 26% for
control)
Mouth Opening increased (42% compared to
8% for control)
Increased Hoof lifting (43% , compared to
18% for control)
Increased mouth opening (69% compared to
0% for control)
Some behavior change; NC in MY, milking
time, or WMT; Oxytocin and Prolactin
release delayed in some cows
Some Behavior change; NC in MY or
composition, peak milk flow, milking time,
residual milk or SCC

Cows

Udder-AH, during milking for 7 days
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4.0

Gorewit

1984

8

Sub-dermal spinal Electrode for 5
min. 6 times/day
Sub-dermal Spinal Electrode before
and during milking every other
morning milking for 6 days
FH-RH on wet expanded metal plates

4.0

Gorewit

1984

6

4.0

Gustafson

1985

6

4.0

Gustafson

1985

6

4.0

Norell

1983

7

4.0

Norell

1983

7

4.5

Gustafson

1985

6

5.0

Aneshansley

1992

8

5.0

Gustafson

1985

6

5.0

Gustafson

1985

6

5.0

Lefcourt

1982

5

5.0

Lefcourt

1986

7

Hock-Hock EKG Patch

5.0

Norell

1983

7

5.0

Norell

1983

7

5.0
6.0

Norell
Gustafson

1985
1985

7
6

6.0

Lefcourt

1985

6

FH-RH, on metal plates in water filled
containers
Metallic mouth bit – AH on wet metal
plates
Muzzle pressing a metal plate - AH
Body (metal plate with gel)- AH on
wet expanded metal plates
Hock-Hock EKG Patch, 5s on 25 s off
during milking, 7 days

7.5

Gustafson

1985

6

7.5

Lefcourt

1986

7

8.0

Aneshansley

1992

8

8.0

Gorewit

1984

6

Copper Electrodes in teat cups - RH
on metal plate, During milking (ML)
Udder-AH, during milking for 7 days

10.0

Lefcourt

1986

7

Hock-Hock EKG Patch,

12.0

Lefcourt

1985

3

12.5

Lefcourt

1986

7

Hock-Hock EKG Patch,, 5s on 25 s
off during milking, 7 days
Hock-Hock EKG Patch,

Metallic mouth bit-AH on wet metal
plates
FH-RH on metal plates in water filled
containers
Metallic mouth bit-AH, wet metal
plates
Body (metal plate with gel) to 4
Hooves, wet expanded metal plates
Copper Electrodes in teat cups to
rear hooves on metal plate, During
milking (L1 cows)
FH-RH, wet expanded metal plates
Metallic mouth bit-AH, wet metal
plates
Hock-Hock EKG Patch, before,
during and after Milking

Body (metal plate with gel) – AH on
wet expanded metal plates
Hock-Hock EKG Patch,

Some Behaviors with acclimation, NC in MY,
Milk composition, SCC, water or feed intake
Increased heart rate and blood flow before
milking but no effect on Heart rate and blood
flow during milking
Increased hoof lifting (66% compared to 27%
for control)
Increased mouth opening (60% compared to
8% for control)
Increased Hoof lifting (72%, compared to
18% for control, p<0.01)
Increased mouth opening (92% compared to
0% for control)
NC in behavior (39% compared to 26% for
control)
Behavioral Responses, NC in MY,
composition or SCC; Reduced milking time
Increased hoof lifting (84% compared to 27%
for control)
Increased mouth opening (74% compared to
8% for control)
MY and milking time decreased with
intermittent voltage, but not continuous
voltage; NC in Oxytocin or catecholamine
7 of 7 cows show mild behaviors, NC in heart
rate, prolactin, glucocorticoids, epinephrine
Increased hoof lifting (97%, compared to
18% for control, p<0.01)
Increased mouth opening (98% compared to
0% for control)
Changes in Learned Behavior
Behavioral Change (49% compared to 26%
for control)
1 cow could not be milked, behaviors in
others; NC in; MY, Milking Time, or WMT;
Oxytocin and Prolactin release delayed in
some cows
Behavioral Change (64% compared to 26%
for control)
7 of 7 cows show pronounced behaviors, NC
in heart rate, prolactin, glucocorticoids, or
epinephrine
Behavioral Responses, NC in MY,
composition, SCC, or milking time
Behavioral Responses, Slight increase in
Cortisol and Oxytocin, NC in MY, Milking
Time, Peak Milk Flow, Residual Milk, Protein,
Fat, SCC
2 of 7 cows show extreme behaviors,
increased heart rate, epinephrine increased
in 2 cows, NC in prolactin or glucocorticoids
Extreme Behaviors in 3 cows, experiment
stopped
5 of 5 cows show strong behaviors,
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increased heart rate, 2 of 2 cows increased
epinephrine and glucocorticoids.
Notes: shading code: None = no change in behavior in any cows, Green = mild behaviors in some cows, Yellow = discomfort
behavior in some cows, Red = aversion in some cows. NC = No Change, FH= Front Hooves, RH =Rear Hooves , AH = All
Hooves, L1 = 1st Lactation, ML = multiple Lactation, SCC = Somatic Cell Count, WMT = Wisconsin Mastitis Test. Prolactin is a
hormone associated with lactation. Oxytocin, a similar hormone that triggers milk let-down. Glucocorticoids are hormones
produced in the adrenal glands. Cortisol is the most important glucocorticoid that regulates a variety of important
cardiovascular, metabolic, immunologic, and homeostatic functions. Catecholamines are hormones released by the adrenal
glands in situations of stress, the most abundant of these are Epinephrine (Adrenaline), Norepinephrine and dopamine.

It is instructive to examine the group of behavioral responses that occurred below 2 mA of current dose.
In an experiment by Lefcourt (1982) one cow showed a mild behavioral response to 0.7 mA of current
applied to EKG patches from front to rear hocks on shaved areas of skin. It is possible that shaving of
the contact areas resulted in a cut in the skin which would produce a current concentration and
increased sensitivity. In one of the Norell (1983) experiments three of six cows changed plate pressing
behaviors (muzzle to metal plate to receive feed) with an application of 1 mA on their first exposure to
current applied in an ascending series of 0.25 mA increments (represented in Figure 5). In two
subsequent exposures these cows did not change behaviors until currents of 2 to 3.5 mA were applied
to the metal plate. In a second experiment by Norell (1983) cows were fitted with bits in their mouths
and mouth opening was observed for 14% of the 50 exposures of 1 mA of current applied to 7 cows
(Table 2). One cow out of a sample size of over 300 cows tested at the University of Wisconsin showed
mild behavioral response to 1.4 mA of current applied to a metal clip in the cows’ muzzle (represented
in Figure 5). This study used subtle behaviors (eye blink, facial twitch) as a response threshold for
current applied through a non‐piercing nose clip. None of these were typical farm exposure condition.
It is also possible that that a concentration of current may have occurred for these cows due to a small
contact area on the muzzle plate, mouth bit or nose clip.
In summary, there may have been very few behavioral responses noted at levels between 1 mA and 2
mA of current dose, these have been for unusual exposure pathways, not typical of those occurring on
farms. The vast majority of behavioral response thresholds have been documented to occur between
current levels of 3 mA to 8 mA. The current levels at which the first subtle behaviors can be observed
are unique to each animal and range by a factor of about 4:1 from the most sensitive to the least
sensitive animal.
As the current flowing through an animal is gradually increased there is initially no response because the
current density is insufficient to cause nerve stimulation. At some current threshold the action potential
of sensory nerves is exceeded and mild behavioral responses can be documented by careful observation
and comparison to control conditions. These mild behavioral responses would be difficult to detect in a
farm setting as they would be exhibited by only a part any group of animals and would likely be lost in
the normal behavioral modification from the many other stresses and group activities of farm animals.
These mild behavioral reactions are not associated with changes in the physiological status of the animal
(hormonal responses), do not produce aversive behaviors such as avoidance of water or feed
consumption nor are they likely painful to the animal, but merely novel stimuli such as a tingling
sensation.
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As the current flowing through an animal is increased above the sensory nerve stimulation threshold the
sensations produced by this externally applied electrical current increase in intensity and motor neurons
begin to activate, resulting in involuntary muscle contraction (twitches). It is clear from the many
studies done on cows and several studies done on swine and sheep that farm animals will develop
adaptive strategies to deal with these stimuli which are likely experienced as moderately annoying at
lower current levels and painful at higher current levels. For each individual cow the severity of
behavioral response has been shown to increase as the current exposure is increased above this first
response threshold and aversive behaviors occurring at levels about 1.5 to 1.6 times higher than this
mild behavioral response threshold.
When animals are exposed to current levels that are capable of producing annoyance and aversion the
resulting effects on farm operations depend upon the specific exposure locations and the time history of
exposures. For example if the offending currents can only be accessed at locations that are not
essential to daily animal activities, the effects are not likely to be important or perhaps not even
observable because those animals who’s individual annoyance sensitivity is exceeded will avoid this
location or develop adaptive behaviors.
If the offending point of current exposure is present at some location that is necessary for the animals to
make contact the responses depend on the timing of the current availability. For example, if the
offending is only present for brief periods of the day (several voltage ‘spikes’) the result is likely to be
minimal or non‐existent. Animals that come into contact with annoying stimuli may be deterred from a
positive motivator (food or water) for a short period but will resume normal behaviors quickly if the
annoying stimuli are removed.
The most extreme response to electrical exposure will occur if the current flowing through the animal is
of sufficient level to be painful and if the animals cannot avoid the offending current in the course of
meeting their daily water or feed requirements. There are a number of studies which have documented
delays in drinking behaviors which have been shown to occur at levels somewhat above behavioral
response threshold levels and only in situations in which animals had no source of water other than the
electrified location. Reduction in daily water or feed intake have also been documented but are evident
only in similar forced exposure situations and at current levels above those required to produce delays
in drinking or eating behaviors. This forced exposure may occur on a farm if the only source of water or
feed has sufficient voltage difference between an animal contact point and the floor. The effects of this
situation would be minimal or nonexistent if animal could meet their water or feed requirements in
another location on the farm with lower electrical exposure levels. The application of a equipotential
plane around animal waterers and feeding locations, as is required by electrical codes, is a simple
electrical solution to minimize contact potentials (even when neutral voltage sources are considerable)
at these critical locations on farms.
3.19.2. Compilation of Dairy Cow Reponses to Constant voltage Exposures
Figure 6 illustrates the combined results of 28 tests on 11 cows in which an ascending series of 60 Hz
voltage was applied through various body pathways until a behavioral response threshold was observed
(Whttlestone, 1975; Lefcourt, 1982). There are many fewer data for this type of experiment as most
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researchers quickly shifted from controlled voltage to controlled current exposures to characterize
individual animal response thresholds in an attempt to improve reputability of responses.
Most of the studies that used constant voltage exposure have report on group average rather than
single animal responses but many of these studies give some indication behavioral responses. Table 3
presents a summary of experiments in which groups of cows were exposed to constant voltages while
drinking, eating or during milking. Constant voltage exposure to groups of cows is more representative
of exposure conditions encountered on a farm, in which voltage exposures are relatively constant but
current dose will vary because of differences in cow body resistances and variations over time in contact
resistances. Given the distribution of current sensitivities presented above, it would be expected that at
moderate voltage levels some cows may show behavioral responses while others would not.
Acclimation has also been noted by many researchers. This would manifest in a reduction in behavioral
responses and aversion over time.

Figure 6. Summary of Dairy Cow Response Thresholds to Ascending voltage Series Exposure.

The data presented in Figure 6 is of limited value in establishing definitive response thresholds because
these data represent a variety of exposure pathways, most not representative of farm conditions and
relatively few cows. It is instructive to examine the responses that occurred below 2 V. Five of these
were from an experiment by Lefcourt (1982) in which voltage was applied to EKG patches from front to
rear hocks on shaved areas of skin. Another 2 cows were from the experiment by Whittlestone (1975)
when voltage was applied between metal plates applied to cows’ rumps with conductive gel. Neither of
these conditions are representative of farm conditions.
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A much large sample size is represented in the many studies in which groups of cows were exposed to
constant voltages when attempting to drink or eat or during milking summarized in Table 3. These
exposure conditions are more representative of farm conditions and represent over 800 cow tests
(some cows were used in multiple experiments).
Table 3. Summary of experiments in which groups of cows were exposed to constant voltage when
attempting to eat or drink, or during milking.
V

Author

Year

#
Cows

Exposure Pathway and Duration

0.5

Gorewit

1989

6

1.0

Gorewit

1989

6

1.0

Gorewit

1992

10

Metallic Water Bowl to FH on metal
grid, full lactation

1.0

Gorewit

1997

4

Metallic Water Bow to FH on metal
floor mats, 7 days

1.0

Gorewit

1999

4

1.0

Gumprich

1992

30

1.8

Southwick

1992

120

Craine

1975

30

2.0

Aneshansley

1992

7

2.0

Gorewit

1989

6

2.0

Gorewit

1992

10

Metallic Water Bow to FH on metal
floor mats, 7 days with strep. uberis
mastitis challenge
1 V morning and evening for 3 hrs
each, 0.3 V other times of day from
water bowl and stalls to metal grid at
rear of stall, for 2 periods of one week
each over 16 weeks
Switchback Farm Study , Maximum
cow contact voltage measured
waterline - floor
Ascending 1.85 to 8 V water bowl –
AH, 5 days (2-day recovery)
Copper Electrodes in teatcups to RH
on metal plate, During milking (L1)
Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 21 Days (4.7 to 7.9 mA)
Metallic Water Bowl to FH on metal
grid, full lactation

2.0

Gorewit

1997

4

Metallic Water Bow to FH on metal
floor mats, 7 days

2.0

Gorewit

1999

4

2.0

Rousell

2007

20

2.3

Rousell

2007

20

Metallic Water Bow to FH hooves on
metal floor mats, 7 days with strep.
uberis mastitis challenge
Metallic Feed Bowls to AH on metal
floor plate (L1)
Metallic Feed Bowls to AH on metal
floor plate (L1)

1.85

Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 21 Days (0.6 to 1.3 mA)
Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 21 Days (1.2 mA to 4.0 mA)

Responses
No delay to drink, NC in daily water Intake,
milk production or composition
Delay to drink in some cows (average about
2 hrs), NC in daily water Intake, milk
production or composition
Delay to drink in some cows, NC in feed or
water intake, SCC, MY or composition,
health or reproductive performance
Unspecified delay to drink; NC in water or
feed, MY or composition, SCC or staph.
aureus infected quarters, blood chemistry,
milk microbiology or cortisol;
NC in milk production, feed or water intake,
SCC, milk fat or protein
NC in behavior, daily milk production, milking
time, water consumption, feed consumption,
breeding; Increased milk fat
NC in water (although higher during
exposure), milk production, SCC (although
lower during exposure)
NC in water intake
NC in behavior, MY or composition, SCC or
milking duration
Delay to drink (average 3 hrs), NC in daily
water Intake, MY or composition
Delay to drink in some cows, NC in feed or
water intake, SCC, MY or composition,
health or reproductive performance
Unspecified delay to drink; NC in water or
feed intake, MY or composition, SCC or
staph. aureus infected quarters, blood
chemistry, milk microbiology or cortisol;
NC in milk production, feed or water intake,
SCC, milk fat or protein
heifers performed muzzle-grooming
(P<0.01) and head shaking
percentage feed eaten and time spent eating
in the electrified feeder decreased
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2.5

Gumprich

1992

30

water bowl and stalls to metal grid at
rear of stall, 2.5 V morning and
evening for 3 hrs each, 0.75 V other
times of day from, for 2 periods of one
week each over 16 weeks
Free choice of Watering Devices with 0
V, 3 V, 6 V, or 8 V

3.0

Craine

1975

70

3.0

Gorewit

1989

20

3.0

Rousell

2007

20

4.0

Aneshansley

1992

7

4.0

Aneshansley

1992

8

4.0

Craine

1975

30

4.0

Gorewit

1989

20

4.0

Gorewit

1989

6

4.0

Gorewit

1992

12

Metallic Water Bowl to FH on metal
grid, full lactation

4.0

Gorewit

1997

4

Metallic Water Bow to FH on metal
floor mats, 7 days

4.0

Gorewit

1999

4

5.0

Gorewit

1989

22

Metallic Water Bow to FH on metal
floor mats, 7 days with strep uberis
mastitis challenge
Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 2 Days (8.6 to 15.2 mA)

5.0

Gumprich

1992

30

6.0

Craine

1975

30

6.0

Craine

1975

70

Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 2 Days (5.1 to 8.7 mA)
Metallic Feed Bowls to AH on metal
floor plate (L1)
Copper Electrodes in teat cups to RH
hooves on metal plate, During milking
(L1)
Copper Electrodes in teat cups to RH
on metal plate, During milking (ML
cows)
Ascending 1.85 to 8 V water bowl –
AH, 5 days (2-day recovery)
Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 2 Days (6.4 to 11.8 mA)
Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 21 Days (5.5 to 12.1 mA)

5 V morning and evening for 3 hrs
each. 0.75 V other times of day from
water bowl and stalls to metal grid at
rear of stall, for 2 periods of one week
each over 16 weeks
Ascending 1.85 to 8 V water bowl –
AH, 5 days (2-day recovery)
Free choice of Watering Devices with 0
V, 3 V, 6 V, or 8 V

NC in behavior, MY or composition, water or
feed consumption, or breeding; 12 second
longer milking time
Waterer nearest the cows always had
highest water consumption regardless of
voltage, average at 3-V waterer was 20%
lower than control
Average delay to drink 4 hrs; NC in daily total
water intake
heifers changed more quickly to the nonelectrified feeder
Behavior changes, NC in MY or composition,
SCC or milking duration
NC in behavior, MY , SCC or milking
duration, 0.1% increase in Protein
Water suppression, gallons per drink
increased, resumed normal drinking during
the 2-day recovery period
Average delay to drink 8 hrs; NC in daily total
water intake
2 Cows did not drink for 36 hrs and removed,
Remaining cows average delay to drink
about 8 hours, NC in daily total water; 7.5%
decreased feed in 1 cow
1 Cow and 1 heifer did not drink for 36 hrs
and were replaced, Remaining 10 cows
drank after some delay; NC in feed or water
intake, MY or composition, SCC, health or
reproductive performance
Unspecified delay to drink; NC in water or
feed intake, MY or composition, SCC or
staph. aureus infected quarters, blood
chemistry, milk microbiology or cortisol;
NC in MY, feed or water intake, SCC, milk fat
or protein
2 heifers did not drink for 36 hours and were
replaced; remaining 20 cows showed
Average delay to drink 8 hrs; NC in daily total
water intake
Reduced water intake and residual effect on
milk production: NC in milking time, milk
composition, feed consumption, or breeding
Water suppression, gallons per drink
increased, resumed normal drinking during
the 2-day recovery period
Waterer nearest the cows always had
highest water consumption regardless of
voltage, average water at 6-V waterer 66%
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6.0

Gorewit

1989

22

Metallic Water Bowl to metal floor
plate, 2 Days (9.2 to 17.4 mA)

7.0

Craine

1976

30

Ascending 1.85 to 8 V water bowl –
AH, 5 days (2-day recovery)

8.0

Aneshansley

1992

7

8.0

Aneshansley

1992

8

8.0

Craine

1975

70

Copper Electrodes in teat cups to rear
hooves on metal plate, During milking
(L1 cows)
Copper Electrodes in teat cups to RH
on metal plate, During milking (ML
cows)
Free choice of Watering Devices with 0
V, 3 V, 6 V, or 8 V

8.0

Craine

1977

30

Aneshansley

1992

8

16.0

Ascending 1.85 to 8 V water bowl –
AH, 5 days (2-day recovery)
Copper Electrodes in teat cups to RH
on metal plate, During milking (ML
cows)

lower than control
2 heifers did not drink for 36 hours and were
replaced; remaining 20 cows showed
Average delay to drink 10 hrs; NC in daily
total water intake
Water suppression, gallons per drink
increased, resumed normal drinking during
the 2-day recovery period
Behavior changes, NC in MY or composition,
SCC or milking duration
Behavior changes, NC in MY or composition,
SCC or milking duration
Waterer nearest the cows always had
highest water consumption regardless of
voltage, average water at 8 V waterers was
lower than the control.
Discontinued after 1 day, many cows refused
to drink.
Behavior changes, NC in MY or composition,
SCC or milking duration

Notes: Response shading code: None = no change in behavior in any cows, Green = mild behaviors in some cows, Yellow =
more pronounced behavior with delays to drink in some cows, Red = Strong aversion in some cows. NC = No Change, FH=
Front Hooves, RH =Rear Hooves , AH = All Hooves, L1 = 1st Lactation, ML = multiple Lactation, SCC = Somatic Cell Count,
WMT = Wisconsin Mastitis Test. Prolactin is a hormone associated with lactation. Oxytocin, a similar hormone that triggers milk
let-down. Glucocorticoids are hormones produced in the adrenal glands. Cortisol is the most important glucocorticoid that
regulates a variety of important cardiovascular, metabolic, immunologic, and homeostatic functions. Catecholamines are
hormones released by the adrenal glands in situations of stress, the most abundant of these are Epinephrine (Adrenaline),
Norepinephrine and dopamine.

The highest voltage exposures required to produce a behavioral response is in excess of 15 V. The vast
majority of behavioral responses have been noted between 1 V and 8 V. It is instructive to further
examine those studies that found behavioral modification at 1 V exposure levels. These were a series of
studies performed at Cornell University in which the voltage was applied between a metallic water bowl
and a metal plate on the floor in contact with cow’s front hooves when drinking. The researchers noted
mild behavioral modification of some delay to drink on the first day of voltage exposure but these mild
behavioral responses were not shared by all cows and were not sufficient to alter the total daily water
consumed by cows.
These studies were repeated several times with exposures of 1 V, 2 V and 4 V applied from water bowl
to front hooves on a metal plate for varying amount of time ranging from several days up to a full
lactation (305 days). It is clear from these repeated studies that mild behavioral responses were evident
on the first day of exposure at the 1 V groups for some cows. As the voltage levels increased to 2 V
more cows began to show behavior modification, and at 4 V the behavioral modification became again
more apparent. There were several cows at the 4 V exposure level and several cows exposed to 6 V that
refused to drink for 36 hours and were removed from the study. These cows represent only a small
percentage of all cows tested and it was only at levels of 4 or 6 V that these dramatic aversions
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occurred. Most cows adapted to these exposure levels in a way that did not change their total daily
water consumption even on the first day of exposure.
3.19.3. The Solution to Contact Resistance
The combined data from constant voltage exposures representing over 850 cow tests and constant
current exposures representing over 750 cow tests provides useful input to the problem of contact
resistance. The vast majority of behavioral responses occur between current doses of 2 and 10 mA and
between voltage exposures of 1 and 8 V. This implies a range real‐world cow + contact resistance
between 500 Ohms and 1000 Ohms as estimated by the authors of USDA handbook 696 (1991). There
are a limited number of behavioral responses reported in the Cornell studies at 1 V exposure when the
contact points were a metallic water bowl and metal plate in contact with cow’s front hooves (that may
have been wet because of its proximity to the water bowl). Spot checks of current delivered in these
studies indicated that cow+contact resistance ranged between 250 Ohms (likely at those times in which
the foot contact resistance was reduced to a negligible value on a clean, wet controlled metal plate) and
830 Ohms (likely at those times when the foot contact resistance was increased to a value in the range
of 250 ohms for a dry metal plate and/or some debris present on the plate). The average cow + contact
resistance in these spot checks was about 500 Ohms.
It is instructive to compare responses to the multiple Cornell studies that used 1 V, 2 V, and 4 V
exposures to the New Liskeard Study that used exposures of 1 V, 2.5 V and 5 V continuously with
periods of elevated voltages. The New Liskeard study used a more typical concrete contact surface for
cow’s rear hooves. They did not observe changes in the cows' behavior, feed consumption or
production at the 1 V and 2.5 V exposure levels. They did observes some changes in the water and
feeding behaviors at the 5 V exposure level but did not report the extreme aversion of a few cows
refusing to drink for 36 hours as noted in the Cornell studies at the 4 V exposure level. This is consistent
with higher cow+contact resistance and lower current dose produced by the more realistic concrete
floor surface used in the New Liskeard studies compared to the metal plate used in the Cornell studies.
The results of the combined current dose response experiments, voltage exposure response
experiments, and measurements of body and contact resistances is also consistent with the lowest
(worst case) cow + contact resistance as low as 500 Ohms as estimated by the authors of USDA
handbook 696 (Lefcourt, 1991) that may occur in some unusual situations on farms (firm application of
the muzzle to a wet metallic watering device and hoof contact on a clean, wet, contoured metallic plate
on the floor).
These studies on responses of dairy cows to electrical exposure agree well with each other and with
predictions from neuro‐electric theory and practice. There is a high degree of repeatability across
studies in which exposures and responses have been appropriately quantified.
3.19.4. Animal Health and Production
Several studies have documented changes in animal productivity (dairy cow milk production, swine
weight gain) but only as a result of current exposures well above those required to produce behavioral
modification and only in forced exposure conditions. Likewise there have been some studies that have
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documented increases in stress hormone levels in animals but these have occurred in only some animals
and only at extreme exposure levels that also produce extreme behavioral responses.
The several studies that have been done to examine direct physiological responses at current exposure
levels below the behavioral response threshold (Reinemann, 1999a; Sheffield, 2003). These studies
were designed to examine a fundamentally different type of exposure than the relatively short duration
exposures that might occur when animals are eating, drinking, being milked, or being moved between
building transitions. The premise in these studies was that cows immune function might be affected by
continuous exposure to low level voltage and current as might be produced by currents flowing in the
earth; the hypothesis presented by the Minnesota Science advisors. In both of these studies, current
was applied from front to rear hooves for 12 to 24 hours per day for periods of 2 or 3 weeks. The
current dose in both of these studies was 1 mA, which was chosen to be below the behavioral response
threshold for any cow (and indeed no behavioral responses were observed) but 100 to 1000 times
higher than would be generated by currents flowing in the earth. In the first of these studies
(Reinemann, 1999a) one of 13 response variables was statistically significant but did not appear to be
entirely consistent with other observations. And physiological experts concluded that, collectively, these
results suggest that exposure to 1 mA of 60 Hz electrical current for two weeks had no significant effect
on immune function of dairy cattle.
In the second study (Sheffield, 2003) used a new technique to measure a several thousand gene
expression responses to 1 mA of current exposure for 3 weeks. There were possible changes in 3
parameters, however, the researcher noted that most measures were not affected, suggesting that
those that were could be Type I errors, due to the large number of hypotheses tested. To put this
possible response in context, a recent study on gene expression in cows Moyes (2008) found that
mastitis infection resulted in 2,104 differentially expressed genes. Sheffield (2003) concluded that these
studies suggest that electrical impacts on immune function are of relatively small impact compared with
infection and inflammation. Any effects observed appear to affect only a small subset of immune system
regulators, compared with most disease processes, which affect a wider spectrum of regulators. As a
result, impacts of electrical exposure on animal health and disease is likely to be difficult to detect
reliably, particularly without examining large populations, and would therefore be undetectable on
commercial farms.
Controlled research clearly indicates that while it is possible to induce physiological changes in dairy
cows as the result of electrical exposures, these responses occur at exposure levels well above those
that produce behavioral changes. The extensive field data collected by the PWSC (2007) provides
further confirmation of these experimental results.
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4. voltage/Current Sensitivity by Contact Location and Animal Type
4.1. Exposure at watering devices
Farm animals’ Contact with watering devices has been the most widely studied area of stray voltage
exposure. Water intake is essential for animal productivity and health. Metallic water pipes are
required by electrical codes to be bonded, or electrically connected, to the grounded neutral system of a
farm. This connection to the grounded neutral system provides a path for fault current in the event that
an energized or ‘live’ wire comes into contact with metal pipes. This fault path allows the circuit
breakers to activate and de‐energize the faulted wire to prevent the risk of electrocution. This
connection also provides a conduit for neutral voltage to access watering devices. Watering devices are
therefore one of the more likely points of contact between farm animals and neutral to earth voltage.
4.1.1. Contact pathways and risk reduction
The watering device provides one contact point to the animals’ mouth or muzzle. The resistance of this
contact point is quite variable depending on the specific type or watering device. For example, in a large
concrete tank from which cows can drink without making physical contact with the concrete, the
contact resistance is quite high, as water is a relatively poor conductor of electricity. When drinking
from a metallic water bowl, typical of a tie‐stall or stanchion barn application, a large area of a cow’s
muzzle must make firm contact with a large metallic paddle in order to start the flow of water into the
bowl. The contact resistance in this scenario is quite low. There are other types of watering devices
that have intermediate muzzle contact resistance such as heated waterers that may use a float to
control water levels. Some watering devices are made of plastic which is also a relative poor conductor
of electric current.
The second contact point at watering locations is usually the floor surrounding the watering device. The
contact resistance of this surface will be influenced by the type of flooring (usually concrete), the
amount and type of debris that may be present of the floor and the wetness of the floor. The
experiments that have been done using used flooring conditions designed to minimize this contact
resistance (a clean, wet metal plate with some contouring to clean hooves and provide points of high
pressure to facilitate a low resistance electrical connection) that it has not been possible to maintain this
low resistance continuously and during the course of a day this contact resistance ranged from a few
Ohms up to several hundred Ohms (Gorewit, 1992). Experiments that have been done using a more
normal concrete floor have indicated that this contact resistance typically ranges between several
hundred and several thousand Ohms depending mainly on the amount of water and/or urine standing
on the floor surface.
The ‘worst case’ or lowest resistance value for the contact resistance recommended by the authors of
USDA handbook 696 is about 150 Ohms. This combined with that average cow body resistance from
muzzle to 4 hooves provides a cow + contact resistance of 500 Ohms. This value is supported well by
experimental evidence and is a reasonable value to use for cow + contact resistance at watering devices.
Exposure risks can be reduced by:
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•
•
•
•
•

Using watering devices that do not required firm contact with grounded metallic components,
or using non metallic watering devices
Avoid the use of electric heating elements in watering devices if possible.
Provide an equipotential plane around watering devices containing electrified and/or electrically
conductive materials, as required by electric codes.
Providing good drainage around watering devices to avoid standing water and urine on floor
surfaces
Provide several watering locations that are easily accessible to animals in the event that voltage
exposures are excessive at one of the watering locations.

4.1.2. Symptoms of exposure and other causes of these symptoms
The primary symptoms of stray voltages at watering are changes in drinking behaviors. Mild changes in
drinking behaviors, such as reduced number of drinks per day and longer interval between drinks have
been documented in several studies. These changes in behavior may not be sufficient to affect total
daily water intake. More severe aversions have also been observed at extreme levels of voltage/current
exposure resulting in depressed daily total water intake and in some cases refusal to drink for an entire
day.
Experiments have shown that when given free choice, cows show a preference to warmed water over
cold water (ground water temperature) which may be perceived as an avoidance of the cold water
locations. There are a number of other sensory differences that may incline cows to show a preference
to one watering location rather than another, which may be perceived as avoidance of that alternate
source. Avoidance of watering locations could also be due to unpleasant tastes or smells, however, the
powerful drive to drink will normally overcome all but the most foul of tastes.
Lapping or playing at a watering device has been attributed to stray voltage exposure, but no controlled
study has ever confirmed this behavior in the presence of voltage/current exposure. Cows may
demonstrate avoidance or modified drinking behaviors in response to group dominance challenges.
Cows have been shown to develop what may appear to be unusual behaviors as a way to cope with
stressors such as confinement and for many other unknown reasons.
There are well developed experimental techniques to establish cause and affect relationships between a
specific stimulus and a specific behavior or avoidance. It is very difficult to establish these relationships
on an operating farm unless careful measurement of behaviors is done and sources variability and
confounding effects are controlled for.
4.1.3. voltage/Current Sensitivity levels
Cattle
Mild behavioral modification would be expected at current levels of 2 mA for the most sensitive dairy
cows, 5 mA for 50% of cows, and about 8 mA for the least sensitive cows. Using a worst case
cow+contact resistance of 500 Ohms at poorly drained, wet locations surrounding watering devices, this
corresponds to voltage exposure levels from 1 V for the most sensitive, 2.5 V for 50% of cows and 4 V for
the least sensitive cows. While these levels have been well documented for dairy cows, it is expected
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that they would also apply to beef cattle. In well designed, constructed and managed facilities in which
higher contact resistances are more typical this would correspond to voltage exposure levels of 2 V for
the most sensitive cows, 6 V for 50% of cows and 8 V for the least sensitive cows.
Short term avoidance behaviors, which may result in short term depression of milk production, would
be expected at about 3 mA for the most sensitive cattle (1.5 to 3 V), 7.5 mA (3.8 to 7.5 V) for 50% of
cattle and 12 mA (6 to 12 V) for the least sensitive cattle. Reduction in water intake and resulting
decreases in milk production would only be expected if there were no other source of water than that
which applied this level of current during drinking and if the current dose were consentient enough
during the course of a day so that cows could not fulfill their water needs during periods of low
exposure.
Swine
Kennedy (1995) found that gilts adapted avoidance behavior within 10 minutes of contact with an
electric fence. Drinking behavior changes were reported at levels of 3.0 mA (Gustafson, 1986) and at 5 V
(Robert,1992). Continuous exposure to 5 V with Intermittent exposure to 8 V produced some behavioral
changes but did not change water intake (Goodcharles, 1993). Short term reduction in water intake has
been observed at levels of 4.0 mA (Gustafson, 1986), and 8 V (Robert 1992) but that exposure up to 8 V
did not impair the welfare, reproductive performance, or health of sows and suckling pigs (Robert 1996).
The body + contact impedance of 12 pigs has been measured as 1031 Ohms on wet metallic flooring and
3041 Ohms on dry metallic flooring (Matte, 1992). Research thus suggests swine adapt to voltage
exposure in a similar way to cattle behavioral modification in the range of 5 V in swine with avoidance
behaviors at exposures of 8 V. The body + contact resistance for swine appears to be somewhat higher
than for cows and 1000 Ohms appears to be a conservative value for measurement purposes.
Sheep
Ewes began to avoid electrified feed bowls when exposure levels exceeded 5.5 V (Duvaux‐Ponter 2005).
Lambs showed this same preferential behavior when exposure levels exceeded 5 V (Duvaux‐Ponter,
2006). Neuro electric principles suggest that the current sensitivity of sheep is lower than for cows, but
that their body resistance is higher than cows. Both of these would be expected because of their
smaller body mass. The results from Duvaux‐Ponter (2005, 2006) confirm that voltage exposure
sensitivity for sheep are about twice those for cows. Future studies will provide better information on
current sensitivity and body + contact resistance value.
Poultry
Exposures to voltages as high as 18 V had no effect on the hens' production and behavior. This is likely
due to the very high electrical resistance of poultry which has been documented to be between 350,000
and 544,000 Ohms

4.2. Exposure at feeding devices
There have been relatively few studies that have specifically examined animal responses to voltage
exposure at feeding devices. Notable in the literature are the recent studies performed in France by
Roussel (2007) in which Holsteins showed preference for non‐electrified feed bowls when exposures
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exceeded 2.3 V, and by Rigalma (2007) in which behavioral modification (but not feed reduction) was
noted at exposure levels of 3.3 V. These studies indicate that dairy cows have similar sensitivity to
feeding exposures as to drinking exposures; however, the feed bowls used in these studies were not
typical of those used in farm practice as they were specifically chosen to be small enough and deep
enough so that cows would make contact with the electrified surface when eating.
While there are many ways in which feed is delivered to animals, it is relatively uncommon to have
feeding devices that require animals to come into direct contact with metallic or conductive elements in
order to obtain feed. Feeding locations also pose less of a risk because both mouth and floor contact
resistances are typically higher than for watering locations because both are dryer and covered with a
high resistance, dry feed or feed debris. Situations in which feed is placed on a concrete floor (feed
manger) are unlikely location for problems because, even if an equipotential plane has not been
purposefully installed, conductive elements are almost always present in concrete creating at least a
partial equipotential plane in some areas of the barn.
The primary symptoms associated with voltage exposures at feeding locations would be the same sorts
of avoidance behaviors produced by excessive voltage present at watering locations. These behaviors
may be very difficult to observe in situations in which animals have free choice of several feeding
locations and/or large feed mangers. The behaviors would be more apparent for situations in which
animals had only one feeding location, as may occur for swine.

4.3. Exposure during milking
Several studies have been done on behavioral responses to voltage/current exposure during milking.
voltage exposures are less likely to occur for dairy cows in milking parlors than at drinking locations
because the metallic components of milking parlor stalls are more likely to be bonded to conductive
elements in concrete floors and the floors are more likely to contain a substantial number of conductive
elements. This will act to reduce both touch and step potentials.
The milking machine has been shown to be a very unlikely pathway for problematic current flow
because of the very large resistance values of the milk hose and milking machine components. Milking
machine components, including the long and short milk tubes, long and short pulse tubes and milking
liners are good electrical insulators. The mixture of milk and air in milk tubes also has relative high
resistance resistances making milk hose resistance in the range of 30,000 Ohms to 80,000 Ohms
(Gustafson, 1983) depending on the milk flow rate. Several studies have documented these resistance
values and the unlikely path of voltage/current exposure through the milking machine unless source
voltages are well in excess of those commonly considered stray voltage, up to hundreds of V for 60 Hz
and thousands of V for high frequency sensing pulses.
Cows are not required to make muzzle contact with any metallic components during milking, except in
the uncommon situations in which feed might be provided during milking. The contact resistance
through a pathway that includes dairy cow’s coat is much higher than for muzzle contact resistance
because it is drier and hair covered, thus making stall to floor potentials of less concern that water bowl
potentials.
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Current sensitivity levels are similar for udder‐hooves pathways as for muzzle‐hooves pathways but
cow+contact resistance values are typically higher. A cow + contact resistance value of 1000 Ohms or
more is appropriate for milking machine exposure estimation. There are numerous behavioral
symptoms associated with cow’s unease during milking due to fear of operators, unfamiliar
surroundings or aggressive or faulty milking machine settings. Very careful measurement technique and
comparison with a negative control condition would be required to differentiate electrical exposures
from the many other causes of behavioral modification during milking in a field situation.

4.4. Exposure at building transitions
Step potentials may occur at building transitions where animals are walking onto concrete floors or
walking from one section of floor to another which are not electrically bonded by an equipotential
plane. Cows are somewhat more sensitive to single hoof‐single hoof exposures than to muzzle‐to‐all‐
hooves exposures
The contact points for this exposure is from front to rear hooves. The same considerations for hoof
contact resistance as was discussed in the feeding exposure section apply here. If floors are well
drained and contain organic debris, the hoof contact resistance can be considerable. Cows have been
shown to be slightly more sensitive to currents applied from one front to one rear hoof than for muzzle‐
all‐hooves pathway because of the concentration of current in one hoof.
The symptoms of step potential exposure would likely be cows’ hesitation to cross budging entrances,
exits, or transitions. The discomfort associated with step potentials less than 10 V would not cause most
cows to completely avoid the transition but could cause balking at the transition and/or rapid passing
through the transition. The author had a report of a milking parlor that had in excess of 50 V at the
entrance to the milking parlor. The reported behavioral modification was cows hesitating at the
entrance and then ‘jumping’ into and out of the parlor. There were no apparent effects on milk yield or
milking performance, likely because cows had developed adaptive behaviors to avoid undue stress from
voltage/current exposure and once the cows were inside the relatively well bonded milking parlor the
step potential was eliminated.
There are also a number of other reasons that animals might hesitate to enter or leave a building or
move from one part of a building to another including; changes in light levels, shadows on the floor that
may appear as obstacles, exploration of a new environment, identification of dominant herd mates and
changes in temperature or ventilation levels.
The consequences of a step potential at a building transition are not likely as problematic for animal
performance as similarly annoying exposures at watering devices. This exposure pathway is much less
of a concern with beef cattle, swine, sheep and poultry that typically stay in the same housing area
during the day, than for dairy cows that are moved 2 or 3 times per day to a different building location
for milking. Beef cattle are less likely to be housed in buildings that have a concentration of electrical
equipment.
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5. Mitigation Measures
The source of stray voltage is a voltage that is developed on the grounded neutral wiring network of a
farm and/or the electric power delivery system. The magnitude of the voltage source is a product of the
current flowing on the neutral system and the resistance of that neutral system. Grounding is provided
to keep the voltage potential between the neutral system and the ground below levels that could be
harmful to people or animals. Neutral‐to‐earth, or stray voltage sources can therefore be reduced in
three fundamental ways:
•

reduce the current flow on the neutral system,

•

reduce the resistance of the neutral system, or

•

Improve the grounding of the neutral system

Equipotential planes are effective in eliminating contact potentials even if substantial levels of neutral‐
to‐earth voltage are present.
The first step in a competent stray voltage investigation is to determine the major sources of neutral‐
earth voltage. Any major faults or code violations in the wiring system that could pose an electrocution
hazard or are a major source of neutral to earth voltage should be corrected immediately. If the wiring
systems (farm and utility) are operating correctly then the above three actions can be assessed to
determine which is most practical, safe and efficient way to reduce neutral‐earth voltage.

5.1. OnFarm Mitigation Measures
The quality of the farm wiring system has the largest single influence on voltage exposure levels. Farm
wiring has been shown to be a major contributor to voltage sources on farms (PSCW, 2007) and
equipotential planes provide effective voltage reduction even when voltage sources are considerable.
5.1.1. Farm Wiring
Farm wiring codes are designed to protect the safety of both humans and animals from electrocution
and also reduce the level of neutral voltage developed on a farm. The first step in reducing neutral
voltage on a farm is to ensure that wiring practices conform to electrical codes. Electrical codes are
designed to limit the voltage developed on neutral wires by properly sizing these wires for the intended
load. Neutral currents can be reduced by balancing 120 V loads and converting 120 V equipment to 240
V equipment whenever possible. Making good electrical connections and making sure that these good
electrical connections are maintained by the proper choice of wiring materials for wet and corrosive
locations will reduce the resistance of the grounded neutral system and thereby reduce neutral to earth
voltage levels.
5.1.2. Equipotential Planes
Equipotential planes are part of electrical code requirements in animal confinement areas. They are
especially important in areas surrounding electrically heated waterers and watering devices that have
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conductive elements that are part of the farms grounded neutral system (see section on exposures at
watering devices). Equipotential planes reduce exposure from both on‐farm and off‐farm sources of
contact voltage. Every new animal confinement building should be fitted with an equipotential plane.
Retrofitting equipotential planes into existing floors can be difficult and expensive but is and effective
way to reduce voltage exposures. While the first priority for minimizing stray voltage is to reduce the
neutral voltage source, equipotential plane provide substantial exposure reductions and also provide
‘insurance’ in the event of a fault (broken wire, corrosion or loose connection) that could produce a
substantial neutral voltage source.
5.1.3. On farm isolation, Filters, and voltage Suppression
There are a number of devices that have been developed to be installed on farms to reduce animal
contact voltages. These technologies usually act to provide isolation or partial isolation of a farmstead
or to actively cancel neutral voltages by the application of a ‘negative’ voltage. These devices can be
expensive to install and have not enjoyed a large market penetration. This may be because while some
of these devices do reduce contact voltages, they are rarely needed if farm wiring conforms to electric
codes. Improving the quality of farm wiring is almost always a less expensive and safer way to reduce
neutral voltages than the addition of special voltage reduction devices. These special devices also
require additional testing and maintenance to ensure that they remain effective.

5.2. Utility Mitigation Measures
5.2.1. Distribution Wiring
Distribution sources of neutral voltage can be reduced by;
• Reducing neutral current (increasing distribution voltage and balancing 3‐phase loads)
• Reducing neutral resistance (Improving the quality of connections and increasing conductor size)
• Improving neutral grounding
A thorough investigation and engineering analysis will provide a determination of whether the
distribution line is operating according to its intended design and estimate of the magnitude of neutral‐
to‐earth voltage reduction from each of these measures.
5.2.2. Neutral Isolation
Neutral isolation acts to decouple the distribution neutral system from the farm neutral system. Neutral
isolation does not directly act to reduce neutral‐to‐earth voltage sources. Neutral isolation may change
the relative magnitude of neutral‐to‐earth voltage appearing at different parts of the farm and
distribution system and must be exercised with caution.
Neutral isolation does not directly act to reduce neutral‐to‐earth voltage sources. Neutral isolation will
reduce off‐farm sources of neutral‐to‐earth voltage from accessing animal contact points if, and only if,
the off‐farm sources are a substantial contribution to the animal contact voltage/current. The on‐farm
and off‐farm neutral systems are normally connected and situations can arise in which an off‐farm
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source of neutral‐to‐earth voltage is acting to reduce an on‐farm source of neutral‐to‐earth voltage. In
these situations, neutral isolation can act to increase animal contact voltage/current on the farm.
Neutral isolation also removes grounding from both the farm and utility distribution system. Care must
be taken to ensure that both systems are adequately grounded when their interconnection is severed.
The effects of neutral isolation on a distribution system depend on the number of services that are
isolated relative to the total number of services on the feeder.

5.3. Mitigating Other Sources
Voltage sources from other utility services such as phone lines, water lines and gas lines can be
transported to farms by interconnection with farm grounding systems. These grounding connections
can also form a parallel path across isolation devices, rendering them ineffective. The procedures for
mitigating these uncommon voltage sources are to identify the specific source voltage and a careful
inspection and correction of grounded neutral networks.
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6. Regulatory Approaches and Guidelines to Reducing the Impact of Stray
voltage on Farm Operations
Several states have conducted scientific and technical reviews and held public hearings to address
concerns and inform public policy on stray voltage issues. Some States have adopted regulations
dealing with stray voltage while others have developed multi‐agency and stakeholder groups to develop
guidelines and standard practices. Following is a brief summary of the regulatory approaches and/or
guidelines adopted by several states in the USA.

6.1. Wisconsin
The State of Wisconsin has a well established inter‐agency cooperative program headed by the Rural
Electric Power Services Program (formerly Stray voltage Program) jointly administered by the Public
Service Commission of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
Protection with research and educational support provided by the faculty from the University of
Wisconsin‐Madison and the University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension service. These activities
have resulted in the development of standardized measurement protocols and a long series of
educational programs and publications. Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (PSCW) has also
conducted several public hearings and investigations that have resulted in orders that define and
regulate stray voltage.
Docket 05‐EI‐106 defines stray voltage is a special case of voltage in which the neutral to earth voltage is
present across points (generally grounded metal objects) in which a current flow is produced when an
animal comes into contact with them. These contact points can include any two conductive points which
the animal may simultaneously contact to complete a circuit which allows current to flow. PSCW also
adopted standardized tests and measurements to screen for the presence of stray voltage and to
diagnose the source. The PSCW ordered the utilities to use these specific, standard tests and no others.
The PSCW concluded that a specific testing protocol was necessary in order to:
1. provide a consistent systematic analysis which can readily be documented and duplicated,
2. avoid needless controversy over whether an adequate analysis was performed or whether the
nature of the tests were valid, and
3. To best recognize the various interests of [all] parties working on a stray voltage analysis.
The standardized tests and measurements are set forth in the 106 Order. In the 106 Order, the PSCW
established a level of concern for stray voltage in Wisconsin. The level of concern is the point at which
the average cow's behavior may be adversely affected. The level of concern is expressed in mA (mA), the
unit of measurement for current. As previously noted, stray voltage is the voltage difference between
points. However, it is actually the current flowing through the animal that affects it and, therefore, the
Commission finds that the level of concern should be stated in mA measurement unit of current flow.
In Docket 05‐EI‐115 the PSCW updated its earlier decisions about stray voltage and its effects on cows.
In the 115 Order, the PSCW modified the level of concern in Wisconsin to take into account a customer's
contribution of stray voltage. The level of concern in Wisconsin for stray voltage is 2 mA of current
flowing through a cow. This level of concern is a conservative, preventative level and is well below
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where a cow's behavior or milk production would be harmed. In its Ultimate Findings of Fact in the 115
Order, the PSCW found that the level of concern for stray voltage that the Commission established in
docket 106 is extremely conservative, because only one percent of cows perceive the presence of 1.0
mA of electrical current.
Reasonable regulation for Wisconsin, a dairy state, is to set a stray voltage level of concern at a
conservative, preventative level that is below the point where moderate avoidance behavior is likely to
occur. A conservative, preventative level of concern in Wisconsin is 2.0 mA of AC RMS 60 Hz current,
steady state. This level of concern is well below where a cow's behavior or milk production would be
harmed.
Stray voltage can occur from both on‐farm and off‐farm sources, so it is reasonable to apply the 2.0 mA
level of concern as an overall standard that includes both sources. It is also reasonable to split this 2.0
mA overall level of concern equally between the utility and the farmer. The utility's level of concern is
therefore 1.0 mA, for stray voltage from off‐farm sources, and the farmer's level of concern is 1.0 mA,
for stray voltage from on‐farm sources. If the utility's contribution of stray voltage exceeds 1.0 mA, the
utility must reduce its contribution to 1.0 mA or below. If the stray voltage from on‐farm sources
exceeds 1.0 mA, the Commission recommends that the farmer improve the farm wiring, grounding or
equipment or take other measures to reduce the level from these sources below 1.0 mA.
In the 115 Order, the PSCW determined that stray voltage measurements should be made using a 500
ohm resistor to approximate a cow's actual resistance. Using a 500 ohm resistor in the testing protocol is
conservative, because it calculates stray voltage levels that equal or exceed the actual amount of current
a cow in the barn would experience.
The PSCW relied on, and found persuasive, the United States Department of Agriculture's Effects of
Electrical voltage/Current on Farm Animals, Agricultural Handbook No. 696: December 1991. In the 115
Order, the PSCW issued these Ultimate Findings of Fact concerning the Handbook:
•

A scientific consensus exists about the effects of stray voltage.

•

The major work published on this subject is the USDA Handbook.

•

The conclusions in the USDA Handbook are still shared today by all of the authors.

•

Figure 4 (in this document) from USDA Handbook 696 shows research results about the effect of
steady state, 60 Hz current passing through a cow. This Figure indicates that 1 mA is the lowest
threshold at which the most sensitive cows perceive the presence of electricity. Stray voltage at
this level has no effect on milk production.

•

Currents up to 4.0 mA do not appear to inhibit the milk ejection reflex, depress milk production
significantly, or increase the incidence of mastitis or other diseases of the cow.

•

Above 6.0 mA, a cow's behavioral response can become severe and the loss in milk production
may be due to changes in the animal, such as increased stressed hormone levels.

Long‐term and on‐farm experiments conducted after the publication of the USDA Handbook confirm the
Handbook's conclusions. The USDA Handbook's conclusions are reasonable and remain valuable today.
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The level of concern set forth in the 115 Order applies to earth currents and ground currents. For a cow
to be affected by electricity, current has to flow through the cow. The level of concern of 2.0 mA of
current flowing through a cow applies regardless of the source of the current.
In Docket 05‐EI‐108 the PSCW investigated the effects of electromagnetic fields, direct currents, and
ground currents on dairy cows. Earth currents are an inherent, inevitable, and unavoidable result of a
multi‐grounded neutral distribution system. On normally operated grounded wye distribution systems,
both ground current and earth current will flow as a result of voltages on the grounding system. The
Minnesota PUC had already established a scientific advisory panel and the PSCW worked with the PUC
on that study and concurred with their conclusions (see below).
The PSCW also maintains an extensive database of on‐farm stray voltage investigations that dates from
1989. Data from over 8000 first time on‐farm investigations from investor owned utilities and electric
cooperatives. These data were collected using a standardized measurement protocol developed by the
PSCW which quantifies the highest level of animal‐contact current on the farm, the contribution from
on‐farm and off‐farm sources as well as many other electrical and herd production data.

6.1. Michigan
The State of Michigan’s Public Service Commission defines a preventative action level as a steady state
animal contact current that meets or exceeds 2 mA RMS using a nominal 500 ohms resistor at 60 Hz
from all sources, including off‐premises and on‐premises sources.
Measurement Methods: The level of animal contact current shall be determined from measurements of
animal contact voltage using Ohm's Law. The voltage measurement shall be made between 2 points,
which an animal can simultaneously contact and under which animal contact voltage is most likely to
occur. When measuring from the floor or earth, a single metallic plate with an area of 12 to 16 square
inches shall be used to simulate the foot of the animal. One lead of the measuring instrument shall be
connected to the plate, which shall be placed on the floor or earth where an animal may stand. The
other lead of the measuring instrument shall be connected to a conductive object that an animal could
reasonably contact while 1 of its feet is at the location of the plate. For all measurements of animal
contact voltage a shunt resistor shall be used to simulate the resistance of the animal. A suitable
material, such as a medical grade electrode contact gel, shall be used to simulate real conditions and
maintain conductivity to the floor or earth for the duration of the testing period.
Action required to mitigate animal contact current: If the steady state animal contact current from all
sources as measured by the utility in accordance with this rule meets or exceeds the preventive action
level, and if the utility contribution exceeds 1 mA RMS, then the utility shall commence action within
two business days, or at a mutually agreed upon time frame between the complainant and the utility, to
reduce the utility contribution to 1 mA or less.
Further sections detail procedures for: Request for an investigation, Appointment of Experts, Request
for a contested case hearing, Protocol to evaluate utility contribution.
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6.3. Vermont
Scruton (2003) reported that in 1994 the legislature held hearings and a program was initiated with the
Public Service Board, Public Service Department, Vermont Department of Agriculture, Food and
Markets, The University of Vermont and Vermont Utilities. Utilities agreed to test all farms for stray
voltage. Neutral isolation devices are installed, at the unities’ expense when neutral to earth voltage in
excess of 0.5 V are encountered. If less than 0.5 V are found, the utility may install an isolator; or
voltages will be monitored for a sufficient period to ensure that voltage does not exceed the 0.5 V
threshold.

6.4. Idaho
In March 2005 the Idaho Legislature passed the Stray Current and voltage Remediation Act requiring the
Idaho Public Utilities Commission to promulgate stray voltage rules. The Idaho Public Utilities
Commission (IPUC) has developed Stray voltage Rules composed of four Major Sections:
•

Qualifications of persons analyzing stray voltage data

•

Calibration and standards of recording equipment

•

Six stray voltage tests and data collection forms

•

Analyzing data and conducting remediation actions, if required

The IPUC has accepted the following definitions of Stray Current and voltage as:
a)

Any steady state, sixty (60) hertz (Hz) (including harmonics thereof) root mean square (rms)
alternating current (AC) less than twenty (20) mA through a five hundred (500) ohm resistor (i.e.
shunt resistor) connected between cow contact points, as measured by a true rms meter; or

b)

Any steady state, sixty (60) Hz (including harmonics thereof), rms AC voltage of less than ten
(10) V, across (in parallel with) a five hundred (500) ohm resistor (i.e. shunt resistor) connected
between cow contact points, as measured by a true rms meter.

c) Stray current and voltage is a normal, inherent and unavoidable result of electricity traveling
through grounded electrical systems, including a dairy producer’s on‐farm system and a utility’s
distribution system. These systems are required by the National Electrical Code (NEC) and the
National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) to be grounded to the earth to ensure safety and
reliability.
d)

Unless the context otherwise requires, the term stray voltage shall mean stray current or stray
voltage.

6.5. Minnesota
The Minnesota PUC assembled a team of Science Advisors study farmers' claims that electric currents in
the earth from electric distribution systems caused behavior, health, and production problems in cows
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in Minnesota. The Science Advisors were a multidisciplinary group with expertise in the fields of
agricultural engineering, animal physiology, biochemistry, electrical engineering, electrochemistry,
epidemiology, physics, soil science and veterinary science. The Science Advisors to the Minnesota PUC
issued its Final Report to the Minnesota PUC in July 1998. In its Final Report, the Science Advisors to the
Minnesota PUC reached three conclusions:
1. We have not found credible scientific evidence to verify the specific claim that currents in the
earth or associated electrical parameters such as voltages, magnetic fields and electric currents,
are causes of poor health and milk production in dairy herds.
2. At the present time there is no basis for altering the PUC approved standards by which electric
utilities distribute power onto or in the vicinity of individual dairy farms.
3. There are many well‐documented non‐electrical factors that are known and accepted by the
scientific community, and by most farmers as well, to cause dairy cow health and production
problems. Among the most noteworthy stressors are poor nutrition, poor cow comfort and
hygiene, and low or no use of vaccinations and related preventive veterinary practices. Those
who want to improve performance of dairy herds should always address these factors.

6.6. New York
The New York State Stray voltage Committee was formed in the early 1980's as a forum for utility risk
management personnel to share information about existing or potential litigation on 'stray voltage' (28).
New York investor owned utilities shared experiences, solutions and research funded by the Stray
voltage Research Council. In 1993 efforts were directed to neutral isolation devices for cable television
and underground telephone services due to the expansion of cable television into traditionally
agricultural areas and electric utilities found itself at odds with cable and telephone policies on bonding
and grounding. The expertise of Cornell University was requested to develop a standardized test
procedure and to outline required tests and test methods and allow the utilities to formalize the
procedures based on their internal work rules. At this time the Empire State Electric Energy Research
Council also funded additional research on 'the effects of transients and multiple stresses on dairy
cows'. The New York State Stray voltage Committee continues to disseminate information and work
with Cornell University, local, state, and federal agencies on stray voltage issues so that problems can be
avoided rather than perpetuated.

6.7. Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania State University began a research project for the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture (PDA) in February 2001 to examine stray voltage issues on PA dairy farms (161). Based on
the initial project findings a second project proposal was funded in 2002 to develop an interdisciplinary
approach to respond to farmers' stray voltage concerns. This study found that less than 10% of
investigations found stray voltage levels high enough to affect cow behavior. The author notes that
while the instances that stray voltage directly affects animal performance is infrequent, the resources
that farmer and utilities spend chasing stray voltage are significant, and that misinformation and
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misdiagnoses of stray voltage and its symptoms are expensive to both farmers and utilities. The
following steps were recommended:
1. Establish a statewide stray voltage task for with representatives from utilities, state
government, extension, farm organizations, veterinarians, equipment suppliers, nutritionists
and other service providers.
2. Establish a standard protocol for stray voltage investigation.
3. Establish a minimum threshold for mitigation.
4. Public and private collaboration on a multidisciplinary response to stray voltage complaints.
5. Education.
The final conclusions of the stray voltage committee were that it is in the best interest of utilities and
farmers to accurately diagnose and identify problems that can be associated with stray voltage. For
utilities, repeat service calls, customer dissatisfaction and litigation can all be the result of an unhappy
farmer. For farmers, believing that stray voltage is the issue when it is not is costly because it delays
solving the real problem.
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